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CHAPTER I 
INI'RODUCT ION 
A. Introductory remarks 
Studies by Sandstedt (1904), Oppenheim (1944), 
Schwarz (1932), on the biologic and histologic activities of cells 
and tissues in areas affected by orthodontic forces have shown 
that orthodontic tooth movenent depends upon bone resorption and 
bone formation, which in turn is affected by the amount of force 
employed. Sandstedt (1904) said that a heavy orthodontic force 
causes the cellular activity to be greatly inhibited in the im-
mediate vicinity of the force., The resulting necrotic bone must 
then be removed before the tooth will move in the direction of 
the force. This is the phenomenon of undermining resorption. 
Sch"larz (1932) said that orthodontic tooth movement will cause the 
width of the periodontal membrane to be decreased on the side of 
pressure and increased on the side of tension. 
B. Statement of the problem 
The present study was designed to appraise and 
analyze the radiographic changes in the periodontal space and crib-
riform plate surrounding the mandibular molar teeth in patients 
undergoing Class II force applications during orthodontic treat-
ment, and to determine the amount and direction of tooth movement 
~.if'W§3r*:;&hfji%ts2#w;r«_'i.jiiiiwl+eefrfliGR%j)riiS;ih£i.m::£j#;4!4i\i'&~flll#iji§lliWi@it4Wlf'kt¥f4 ';w~r;l;~ . ..: 
.~ 
2 
taking place •. It is a continuation of studies started by Gantt 
(1960) and continued by Kemp (1961) on patients treated with light 
differential forces, and Stier (1962) on patients treated with 
edgewise mechanics. 
A roentgenographic s,urvey \'las employed to determine 
the bone resorption and apposition in the meSial, distal, and 
apical regions. Because roentgenograms are only two dimensional, 
buccal and lingual tipping movements, or small axial rotations, 
'Vlill not be shOl'ln on these roentgenograms, nor can the exact dis-
tance of tooth movement be determined. It is believed that this 
method will accurately show those areas of tissue activity by the 
changes in the periodontal space and cribriform plate vJhich demon-
strate the direction and type of tooth movement taking place at 
a precise time. 
A correlation is also made with cephalometric 
roentgenograms to appraise the type and amount of tooth movement 
"'hich occurred and to establish the point of rotation in cases of 
I 
tipping movements. This method is subject to certain error factor ;, 
because of the difficulty of visualization of the teeth on the 
lateral cephalometric headplate; hOl'lever, the experimental un-
certainty is taken into consideration in the statistical analysis. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEvl OF THE LITERATURE 
Sandstedt was the first investigator (1904-1905) 
to use histological techniques to examine orthodontic tooth move-
ment. He performed a series of experiments on one year old dogs 
'\"/hich consisted of tipping the six maxillar incisor teeth lin-
gually by means of threaded labial arch wires, tightened with nuts 
every ~ay for three weeks. 
Sandstedt shO\ved that using light or hee,vy forces, 
nevI bone is deposited on the old alveolar vmll. This occurred on 
the labial or tension side. The ne\'l bone is laid in the direction 
of the applied force and could easily be distinguished from the 
old alveolar bone. Areas of resorption in the alveolar bone were 
evident on the lingval or pressure side in those cases 'where a 
light force had been applied. The surface of the tooth root was 
not affected. With strong forces, the results differed in that 
the soft periodontal tissues were compressed to such a degree that 
a loss of vitality occurred and bone resorption did not take 
place at this site. There was evidence of resorption in the ad-
jacent marrO\v spaces proceeding tovlard the area of pressure and 
removing the necrotic tissues. lfuen all the necrotic tissue is 
removed, the tooth rapidly assumes a new position. Sandstedt 
3 
called this phenomenon lIunderiliinin5 resorption. 1I He also con-
eluded that teeth were tipped from a fulcrum located about the 
middle one-third of the root. 
Another series of experiments were conducted by 
Oppenheim (1911-1928) on animals and later on hUmans •. Teeth were 
subjected to light, medium, and heavy orthodontic forces over a 
period of five to forty days •. Tipping, extrusion, intrusion, 
and rotational movements were performed, along '~ith control speci-
mens. 
Oppenheim's findings did not coincide with those 
of Sandstedt. Oppenheim thought there was a difference in the 
reactions occurring in the compact cortical layer of the alveolar 
bone and those taking place in the spongy intermediate bone. He 
maintained that the lamellae of the compact alveolar bone ivas 
trB.nsformed under light forces into a transitional spongiosa by 
the influence of pressure and pull on both sides of the moved 
teeth which was oriented in the direction of the applied force. 
He noted that the tooth illovementtook place by 
tilting around an axis at the apex of the tooth; therefore, there 
is only one side of pressure and one side of pull. On both sides, 
the tranSitional spongiosa is formed and arranged vertically to 
the surface of the tooth. On the side of pressure, this nevlly 
formed transitional bone is resorbed; on the side of pull, nevI 
bone is added. 
5 
Oppenheim concluded that light forces applied over 
a long period of time were the best form of orthodontic treatment. 
~is observations 'Vlere that there ,\,/as damage to bone no matter ho\,{ 
light the artificial force. Iwen strong forces "lere used, the 
normal reaction of bone ''las lacking due to tearing of the perio- l 
I 
dontal fibers and thrombosis. The forces used in the experiments 
by Sandstedt and Oppenheim were classified subjectively as light, 
medium, or heavy. They made no effort to measure their magnitude. 
Johnson, Appleton and Rittershofer (1925) conducted 
experiments on lilacaque Rl),esus monkeys. They described the move-
ment of the incisor labially as a tipping action and shOived that 
the apex moved in an opposite direction (lingually) while.the 
cro\-!n moved labially. They discovered that one or tvw ounces of 
pressure was sufficient to move these teeth. 
Schwarz (1932) measured forces using an auxiliary 
spring appliance and measured the forces resulting from the various 
parts of the spring. He concluded that biologically the most 
favorable treatment is that which works with IIforces not greater 
than capillary blood pressure, about 23 grams per square centi-
meter. 1I Schwarz also emphasized the fact that in a tipping move-
ment the force varies at different root levels, being greatest 
near the alveolar crest and at the apex, and decreasing gradually 
~ntil it is zero at the tilt axis. As a consequence, the tissue 
reaction must vary proportionately. 
. " .. 
According to Gottlieb and Orban (1931), the 
physiologic \'lidth of the periodontal membrane 'vas that l .. idth 
attained while the tooth ,\,las in function. The biologic width 
was that of the periodontal membrane when the tooth was not in 
function. The physiologic 'vidth vias found to be greater than 
thebiol06ic vlidth. The resorption of the adjacent bone takes 
place ithen the pressure applied to the tooth causes the width 
6 
of the periodontal membrane to become less than the biologic 
width. The fibers of the ligament transmit any force applied to 
the crOi'm of the tooth to the supporting bone. The nature and 
intensity of tissue reactions to orthodontic forces is therefore 
determined by the condi ti.on of the periodontal ligament. 
Kellner (1928) reported cementum as thin in 
functioning teeth, thick in non~functioning teeth, periodontal 
membrane '''''ider in functioning teeth, narrOi'ler in non-functioning 
teeth. 
Klein (1928) found period.ontal vl1dths vary with 
age and root levels. Average width for the ages betv·,'een 20 and 
25 was 0.23 ~n, 0.28 rom for teeth in heavy function, 0.20 mID for 
teeth not in function. 
Coolidge· (1937) concurred with' earlier findings on 
the width of the periodontal membrane. He also observed that the 
periodontal membrane of a drifting tooth was considerably wider 
on the tension side than on the pressure side and varied i'lith in-
l. 
7 i, 
dividuals, teeth and different areas of the same tooth. 
Kronfield (1931) showed that the periodontal mem-
brane not only varies with function but also with age, being 
vlider in young. 
The periodontal membrane is involved in bone al-
terations in two ways: (1) periodontal fibers transmit forces 
from tooth to alveolar bone, (2) bone forming and destroying 
cellular elements are often to be found in the periodontal mem-
brane. The factors l;/hich have an effect on this process of 
change ·in the periodontal membrane and bone v{hen an activated 
orthodontic appliance is placed are: (a) the amount of force in 
grams or ounces, (b) the distance the force is active, and (c) 
the length of time the force is applied. 
Regardless of how movement might be classified, 
the periodontal membrane reacts biologically as stated above. 
Huettner and 1:lhitman (1958) in their experiments 
'.:i th Hacaque Rhesus monkeys us ing the edgewise technique found 
that in everyone of the animals used there vias alI-Jays a distal 
movement of the anterior se&uent, and at the same time, there 
'-las a mesial movement of the posterior segments 1;lhich \vere used 
for resistance. 
They found histologically that "tip-baclr" bends 
i1ere the most damaging orthodontic movement and that torquing .... ias 
the second most damaging. The so-called "tip-back" bends did not 
.. 
,. 
, 
8 
prevent rne·sial moverJentof the posterior segments but did produce 
the most severr root resorption. They also· found that tipping 
the molar teeth in a distal axial inclination did not enhance 
their resistance to for"lard movement 0 
Stuteville (1938) found root resorption in all 
cases in which the force i-vas active through a greater distance 
than the width of the periodontal membrane involved. He states: 
lilt is not so much the amount of force that produces root resorp-
tion as it is the distance through "'hich the force is active." 
Storey and Smith (1952) used the edgewise mechan-
ism for experiments ".1i th auxiliary spr ing forces of varying values 
to move canines distally. First permanent molars, tosether "lith 
second premolars, 't"l'ere used as anchorage for the springs to move 
canines distally into the first pre~olar extraction spaces., 
, 
They found an optimum range of force values that 
should be used to produce a maximum rate of movement of the 
canine; this is 150-200 grams. The maximum rate of mesial move-
ment of the molar anchor unit occurred in the high range of force 
values, 300-500 grams. "rmen the force 't-vas below 300 grams for 
the molar anchor unit, neither tooth ~oved appreciably. 
Halderson, Johns, and I'loyers (1953) found that a 
force of over t\"I'O pounds is exerted by an edgevdse wire. They 
also found that using a series of light round wires in starting 
edgewise mechanics takes advantage of tipping movements and uses 
9 
forces much lighter than possible "lith a standard edgewise wire. 
Jarabak (1960) gave tangible values to the terms 
"light forces" and Itexcessive forces." Heretofore, these terms 
"Jere used without ever having any scientific connotation as 
the subjective evaluation of a force by different operators varies 
to a great extent. 
Orthodontic forces beyond 6-7 ounces have been 
shown to be excessive and result in a decreased rate of tooth 
movement. (Storey and Smith, 1952; Begg, 1954; Reitan, 1957; and· 
Jarabek, 1960.) A light orthodontic force ranges from about 1-4 
ounces (30-120 grams), an intermediate force from about 5-6 
ounces (140-160 grams). 
Reitan (1957) showed that one of the first signs 
of orthodontic forces exceeding 200 grams is that of the lack of 
cellular activity v·!hich is later followed by hyalinization in the 
periodontal ligament. 
Stuteville (1937-1938), Sichel" and ~'leinman (1953), 
Reitan (1951-1956), i'lentz, Jarabak, and Orban (1958), have all 
shm'In that the physiology of the periodontium and the cellular 
activity of the periodontal bone itself are affected in different 
ways depending on the type of orthodontic forces used and the 
degree of these forces used to control the movement of the teeth. 
Jarabak (1959) has stated: 
'The picture of the bone acti vi ty which occurs in the 
areas '-Ihich sur'round teeth moved orthodontically can 
b~ attributed, in General, to the degree of stimula-
tion of the nornal physiology of the periodontium. 
This degree of stir:mlation of the normal periodontal 
phySiology is affected'by the intensity, magnitude, 
and duration of the forces used to control the move-
ment of the teeth. 
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iventz, Jarabak, and Orban (1958) in their experi-
ment on monkeys created tooth jiggling by producing forces of 
traumatic occlusion (imitating cuspal interference in a bucco-
lin5ual direction). The histologic se ctions shovled enlarged 
periodontal membrane around the involved teeth, containing hy-
alinized connective tissue. As the jiggling movement continued, 
a cycle of crushing, undermining resorption and repair tooic place 
in the periodontal structures. There was no definite pressure or 
tension Side, but rather the combined effects of both pressure 
and tension V.fere recorded as the tooth was jiggled buccally and 
lingually. The periodontal merabrane became increasingly v:ide 
until it was more than three times the original width, resulting 
in extreme mobility of the involved tooth. 
'Among the diagnostic and treatment aids, the 
roentgen-ray has long been used in the study of normal cnd path-
0105ic conditions. Soon aft.er their discovery in 1895, x-rays 
became an indispensable tool in :cnedicine and dentistry, both in 
practice and research. 
Although intra-oral roentgenograms are used 
routinely in dentistry for periodic caries chec~~-ups and examina-
tiol1S, it iE. quite uncommon f or the orthodontis t to ta1';:.e or ever 
a __ ~-*a~ .. = ('S'~ 
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refer to intra-oral roentGenoGrams once orthodontic treatment has 
begun. This is unfortunate because the "orthodontist is over-
looking a fine indication of treatment progress in the intra-oral 
radio€xaph. (Jarabak 1960.) 
Teleroentgenography, as discussed briefly by 
Schi"arz (1957), is a comparatively ne,'! technique '\'1hich unfortun-
ately is hardly used in dentistry. In teleroentgenography, the '.:\ 
roentgen-ray tube is placed at a distance of about six feet from 
the film to obtain parallelism of rays, thus avoiding distortion. 
The roentgenographic appearance of the cribriform plate has been 
repeatedly described as an "even thin '1hi te line surrounding the 
tooth root." This description does not fit every tooth. (Upde-
grave 1958.) 
¥~ssler (1954) said the thickness and degree of 
radiopacity of the cribriform plate in x-rays indicate the area 
and amount of new bone formation, and therefore the direction 
and amount of tooth movement. 
Gantt (1960), Kemp (1961), and Stier (1962) em-
ployed teleroentgenograms in their studies of the movement of 
the mandibular firet molars serving as anchor units during ortho-
dontic treatment. An appraisal 'vas made based on the dimensional 
changes in the periodontal space and lamina dura as shown on 
intra-oral roentgenograms. Gantt and Kemp found that during an-
chorage preparation utilizins the Loyola University Light :Ure 
-:: 
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Technique, the 11l0St prevalent movement of the anchor teeth was 
simultaneous extrusion and a distal tipping, the tilt axis being 
located near the apex or middle one-third of the distal root. 
As a result of this axial chanse, the mesial root elevated. 
Stier, employing Tweed Edge\'lise Hechanics, found 
that the predominant tooth movement of . the mandibular first 
80lars during the stage of anchorage preparation (utilizing tip-
bacl{ bends in conjunction vii th fiX" type orthospec class III 
elastics) '\'las a distal tipping movement in 1\'hich the average 
mesial root movements ,\'1as greater than the distal crown movement. 
The axis of rotation for this distal tipping movement was located 
in the majority of cases within the cervical one-third of the 
root above the midpoint of the root. 
Jarabak (1960) hasshOl'm by means of intra-oral 
roentgenoe:rams that ''lith light-vlire me chanics, mandibular molars 
upright about a fulcrum s02ewhere near the apices of the distal 
roots, and the premolars tip distally about a fulcrum in the 
101'.'er third of the roots at the same time. Intra-oral roentgeno-
graphic evidence '\vas also presented shm'ling that resorption and 
apposition of bone approximated physiological balance ,,,hen the 
differential force technique vias employed because the periodontal 
space remained small during treatment indicating an equal rate of 
apposition and resorption. Very little or no root resorption 
occurred during treatment as evidenced by the x-re.y study. 
\, 
CHAPTER I I I 
l·;ATER.IALS AND r.1ETHODS 
A. I':ia, tel" ials 
Two groups of children undergoing orthodontic 
therapy at the Loyola University School of Dentistry comprised 
the sample for this study. 
Group 1. Patients Treated \vi th Loyola Differential 
Forces Technique 
. Fourteen children, seven females and seven males I 
were used in this study. Seven cases required the removal of 
teeth due to excessive discrepancy between tooth material and 
apical base. Seven cases were treated non-extraction. The dis-
tribution of materia.l is presented in Table I. 
All subjects v[ere treated by the graduate students 
in the Orthodontic Department of the Loyola University School of 
Dentistry, utilizing the principles of the light, \vire te chnique. 
In previous studies these same patients 'were used 
for: 
(1) the evaluation of tooth movements during 
st~ges of mandibular anchorage preparation (a clinical term mean-
ing the uprighting of the mandibular molar and premol~r teeth), 
(Gantt 1960); 
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(2) during the space consolidation (closure of 
spaces), (Kemp 1961). 
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This study involving Group 1 is the completion of 
the research problem and is concerned with tooth movements from 
the stE',ge of space consolide.tion to the end of treatment. 
Group 2. Patients treated with edgewise teccillique 
Eleven children, seven females and four males, 
\vere selected for this investigation. Eight cases required ex-
traction of fOt~ first bicuspids. Three cases were treated non-
extraction. The distribution of the subjects by age is presented 
in Table II. 
In a previous study, Stier 1962, used these same 
patients to' determine tooth movements in mandibular molar teeth' 
durins stages of separation, leveling, and anchorage preparation. 
All subjects I"Jere treated by the graduate students 
in the Orthodontic Department of the Loyola University School of 
Dentistry, utilizing the principles of 'l'weed Edgei\ise 1-1echanics.· 
The study involving Group 2 is a continuation of 
the original problem and is concerned with tooth movements during 
stages of Class II forces (for.ces exerting a mesial component of 
force on mandibular rr:olar teeth). 
B • 1',,1e thods of study 
The methods used to obtain the cata for this in-
vestie;ation ''Iere from tivO sources, lateral cephalor;Jetric head-
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plates and intra-oral roentgenograms of the mandibular first 
molars, using the Univere.al CephalorJetl"ix apparatus. (Figure 1.) 
The fixed distance betl'leen the Universal cephalostat (head-holder) 
and the focal point of theroentsen tube was sixty inches for 
lateral headplates. 
A headspanner for orientation of the head, con-
structed by F. W. Steiner of Chicago, Illinois, was adapted 
(Gantt) and attached to the crossbar of the Universal cephalo-
metric apparatus in a position thirty inches from the focal point 
of the ~oentgen ray tube. (Figure 2.) This distance '''as one 
half the fixed distance (sixty inches) from the focal point of 
the roentsen ray tube to the Universal cephalo!:l.eter. This reduc-
tion of tarGet distance permitted a reduction of exposure time 
",hile still tal{ing advantaGe of the central ray in order to 
minimize the enlargement factor. The use of a headspanner '''las 
necessary in order to prevent distortion errors due to movements 
of the sub ject I s head, and to alloy, the operator to replace the 
sUbject into the headspanner in the same spatial relation to the 
roentgen-ray tube each successive time a record vIas taken. 
An adapter (Figure 3) was' constructed to attach 
the headspanner to the transverse bar of the Universal apparatus. 
'1'his adapter consisted of the follo,"ling parts: (1) a vertical arm 
\'/"hich ",as attached to the horizontal transverse bar of the Uni-
versal cephalorJetric apparatus; (2) a horizontal arm \tIi th a 
16 
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TABLE I 
DISTRlaUTI0:'r OF 'rHE SUBJECTS BY A2-E 
LIGHT-WIP.E TECHl~IQUE 
Age 
(Years) Total 
11 1 
12 3 
13 5 
14 3 
12- 2 
Iviean 13.92 Total 14 
17 
TABLE II 
DISTRI3UTIOH OF THE SUBJECTS BY AGE 
EDGEWISE TECHNIQUE 
, 
~ 
Age , 
. (Years) Total 
12 1 
13 2 
14 3 
15 4 
17 1 
Eean 14.27 Total 11 
sleeve which fit over the vertice.l arm of the adapter and 'i'vas 
attached to it at a right angle. The headspanner also had a 
sleeve "ihich fit over the horizontal arm of the adapter. These 
tvJO sleeves \'Ie1'e secured in a position by large thumb screws 
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·t-Jhich allovled the arms to be fully adjustable. The sleeves "lere 
drilled and tapped and outfitted with set screws and lock nuts 
\,lhich gave the sleeves a very close tolerance fit. 
1. Alignment of ear-rods and calibration of the adapter arms 
The t"l0 ear-rods of the headspanner were slotted 
and marked with lead indicators in their respective centers, thus 
providing an index by vlhich they could be aligned \'lith the central 
ray. A series of ·trial-and-error adjustnents were made until the 
centers of the two ear-posts \'lere in direct alignment as sho,\,/n 
by the exact super-position of the two lead indicators on a 
roentgenogram (Figure 4). This position was then defined as 
"zero " and suitable reference lines were marked on the horizontal 
and vertical adapter arcs. ~illimeter scales were fastened to 
both horizontal and vertical arms in such a manner that the zero 
pOints of the millimeter scales coincided with the reference 
me"rkings on the adapter arI:1s. The continued 2,ccuracy of the ear-
post alignment "las checked each time before taking a ne,-". series 
of data on each subject. 
i 2. Alignment of mandibular first molar area with the 
centre.l ray 
From each of the lateral head-plates t&ken before 
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FIGUHE 1 
THE UN IVEF~SAL CEPPu\LOl'-1ETRI X U::-J IT 
FIGUP.E 2 
THE: HEADSPAHNER r.:lOUN'I'ED mJ 
THE UNlVEHSAL CEPHALO)v:E'I'ER 
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FIGURE 3 
HEADSPANEER l'nTH Th"""'RTICAL 
AND HORIZONTAL ADAPTER ARHS 
FIGU-tili 4 
SUF2IU LiP03ED LEAD I NDICATOR SEO':IING 
THE ALIml?'E~?.r OF THE EAR-POSTS WITH 
TrIE CE ~JTRAL RAY 
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FIGURE 5 
m..';'CING OF A LA'I'E.r~L KSADPLATE 
IiWLUDnrG TP£ X AND Y COORDn~ATES 
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intensifyinG screens \'lhich served to reduce secondary radiation 
and to provide greater contrast on the x-ray. The machine setting 
for each ex:posure i<!as 87 KVP and 25 HA with an exposure time of 
one-half second. The film used for the intro-oral records was 
Duront code D-2, double coe.ted dental x-ray film. The machine 
setting "laS the same as above ,dth an exposure time of ti'lO and 
one-half seconds for each film. 
e. Measurements 
The subjects were placed in the head pOSitioner 
after it had been adjusted to the previously established measure-
ments for each individual. THO intra-oral roentgenosra.:ns were 
then taken of both the right and left mandibular first molar 
areas prior to trec_tment. These films ",ere the first series and 
i'/ere marked I A and I B (patient t s right side), and I C and I D 
(patient's left side). Subsequent series were marked with the 
patient's number and the series number in accordance vii th the 
above technique. The replications vlere taken to provide a measure 
of experimental error. 
After uniform processing, keeping the developing 
time, temperature and concentration of the solutions constant, 
the roentgenograms of the first serie8 Nere transillurninated on a 
tracing table. Under a stationary three po·wer nasnifying lens, 
the root imaGes of the mandibular firs t molars vlere marked in 
four areas in the follOl'/in5 manner: ''lith a fine pOinted needle, 
., 
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the film ,\,las perforated in the marginal area of the Llesial root 
a.bout one millic;eter from the periodontal space where the latter 
\'las best distinSuishable. This marking '(las desis"nated as "point 
A. II The same procedure I'las followed in marking point B (apical 
area of mesial surface of mesial root), point C (marginal area of 
distal root), and point D (apical area of distal surface of distal 
root). (Figure 6.) 
Each film of the first series thus marked '\'laS then 
superimposed individually over each of its follo"J-up films in 
subsequent series in order to transfer the perforation m8.rks to 
the same areas. Thus, the cOl!1parison of the periodontal space 
around each tooth was made very ;J.early at the same level in each 
successive series. After all roentgenograms were marked and 
bound as slides, they lvere projected on to a \';hi te cardboard 
screen at a fixed distance of eight ·feet from the lens, ,-;11ich dis-
tance was maintained throughout the observation period. A mag-
nification factor of 20:1 was established andre-checked by pro-
jecting a slide of a metric scale in such a manner that a distance 
of two millimeters on the slide measured forty millimeters on the 
screen. 
The slide projector used "laS a Kodak Cavalcade 
Hith a Kodak Ektanar Projection Lens, 5 inch, F 12.8 (courtesy of 
Dr.J. R. Jarabak). 
The chanses in 'Vvidth. of the i)eriodonta.l space and 
'I 
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FIGlJ"'RE 6 
I-IP.RGIIJAL A:m APICAL P.EFE.F'£NCE 
?OINTS A, 3, C, AHD D, AS =.::Ar~r:ED 
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the types of tooth move::1ents "lere a.pprc.ised in the followL1.G man-
11er. A reference strip of plain "Illite paper', one inch vI ide a.nd 
ten inches long, 'VIC'.S divided length1-1 is e into four sections (A, B, 
a, D) , each corresponding to one of the four areas marked on the 
roontgenosrams as described previously. In each section, a thin 
vertical 11ne viaS drawn B..!1d labelled as the reference line (Fig-
ure 7). The first slide" Series Humber I A of patient Number 1, 
1-!aS then projected on to the screen and the 1'lhite paper strip 
\'laS placed against the screen in such a manner tha.t the refel"ence 
line in section A coincided with the ilnase of the outer border 
of the cementum, adjacent to point A (marginal area of the meSial 
root). q'he ,.,ridth of the periodontal space v-las estimated for this 
area and recorded on the reference strip by dravl ing a short ver-
tical line v'lith a fine pointed red pencil. T.ais procedure Has 
repeated for points B, 0, and D, recording each width on the 
espective section of the same reference strip (Fi8ure 8). The 
projected was that of the same tooth after the next 
tage of treatment to be studied had been recorded. Using the 
ame reference strip, the same procedure for recording the perio-
ontal widths in the four areas ,.,ras follov18d, except this time, a 
ine pointed pencil of another color was used. 
In the first method of evalue,ting the data, the 
aper strips \';hich have just been described '\'lere employed to 
eveal the direction of change in the width of the periodontal 
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J FIGURE 7 
EACS SECTIOH COETAINS A REFEI-~ENCE LLIE 
COR.HESPOIJDE;G TO ONE OF 'fEZ :REFEltEiWE 
POINTS A, B, C, D, \vEICH i'iEEE 1,;Ju{!CED mJ 
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FIGURE 8 
EVALUATImJ o.F AREAS A, B, 
C, D, .PRIOR 1].'0 TREATi.CEl.:T 
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space. A decrease was indicated if the second line fell between 
the first (red) line and the reference line. If the second line 
vias recorded outside the red line, the space "las evaluated as 
having increased. Correlation of the changes occurring at the 
four marked positions could then be made to reveal the type of 
tooth movement which took place in the. interval being studied. 
This procedure Ivas follm'led on each of the intra-ora.l x-ray films 
in each series. 
The second method of evaluating these data lias a 
visual,subjective appraisal. The original pre-treatment film 
and its follow-up series viere all projected simultaneously, \,lhich 
made it possible to compare visually any particular stage of 
treatment with any other, and to obtain a composite picture of 
the type and direction of tooth movement. The findings from this 
visual ap:praisal v,rere then interpreted and compared ,\,,1i th those 
derived from the records on the reference strips •. 
The third method of evaluation required that 
measurements be made on cephalometric headplates taken after 
class II forces had been utilized for a period of tVielve ,.,reeks in 
the edge .... lise treated patients in order to determine the amount of 
tooth movement which occurred during this treatment interval. 
This ';'as then compared to headplates talwn after anchorage prepara-
tion (Stier) to measure any changes brought about by the reversal 
of forces, i.e_, from a class II force exerting a mesial component 
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of force on the mandrcular !:J.olar teeth. In the case of liCht "lire 
patients, con~parisons i'lere made between headplates taken after 
consolidation mechanics (Kemp 1961) and. at the completion of 
treatment. 
A traci115 was made of each original headplate 
8hm'ling the mandibular symphysis, the inferior border of the body 
of the mC'.ndlble, the angle at the junction beti'leen body and ramus, 
the posterior border of the ramus, and the right and left ~~ndi­
bular first molars. 
Ti10 reference pOints were marked' on ee.cb. of the rJ2,ndibular first 
mesial outline of the crovm, and point R at the apex of the mes-
,; ial root. Straight lines parallel to the mandibular plane l'lere 
., 
I 
, traced from each reference point on the molars (point C and R) i; 
to the reference line tangent to the symphysis. The lines thus 
constructed are 8110",.;n in Figure 9 as IIC" and 111"." The respective 
lengths of these lines were measured in millimeters and recorded 
I in column "All on a data sheet. The tracing 't'las then superimposed 
1 
~ on the follOi'l-up headplate and the outline of the right and left 
" 
mandibular first molars at this staGe of treatment ...... ere drawn on 
'. 
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the same trac in5 in dotted. lines. The S8.me procedure "\'las follovled 
in measurins the distances c' and r' be"t';leen the reference line 
and the tooth in its new position, and these distances were re-
corded in column IIBII on the data sheet. The differences beti'leen 
the values in column A and coluID..'"tJ. B "lere calculated and recorded 
in column C on the data· sheet. These differences "lere oarleed rli th 
positive or negative Signs depending on whether the difference 
represented an increase or decrease in the respective measurements 
The data 1'lere analJzed statistically and transforGed into graphs 
in order to evaluate the types of. tooth movements ,'.'hich occurred. 
The cephalometric landmarks described above Here 
selected for the following reasons: 
(1) The inferior and posterior borders and the 
symphysis of the IJ.andible "lGre traced in order to facilitate an 
exact super-position of the tracings on the headplates. 
(2) The inner border of the mandibular symphysis 
was chosen as the reference landmark because its cephalonetric 
relation to the mandibular first molar facilitated the measuring 
technique and it is easily identified on the lateral beadplate. 
(3) The Selection of the Llanclibular SYE1:;.Jhysis as 
a reference for the positions of the mandibular teeth was pre-
ferred to other cranial cephalometric landmarl{s because the rele,-
tion bet'deen cranium and ;nandible may chan5e Qurin5 orthodontic 
trea truent. Thus by establishing a reference on the 1:"l8,l1di'ole, 
FIGURE 9 
TRACIHG OF LAl~DIBULAR LA.~\TDHAliliS FROK A 
L..~TER.AL EEADPLATE TAlCEl,r BEFORE TREAT:c3NT. 
(c AND r REPL-lliSElJT THE D ISTA~JCES OF THE 
CRO\ll'f AND APEX FI{OX TrIE REFERElrcE LI:JE 
A'l' THE Ii.r;f.E.R BO~D:2R OF TI-lE SY~JlPHYSIS.) 
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the position of the mandible would not affect the validity of the 
:rr6asurin5 technique. 
D. Desisn of orthodontic ap~liance 
1. Loyola University li5ht differentie.1 forces technique 
Each of the subjects \Vas fully bEmded using an-
Gulated orackets on the bands. The brackets were angule.ted from 
the horizontal in order to give the te&th a distal angulation 
(tip-back) 1"I11en a straight viire ,,'ras fitted into the bracket boxes 
(FiGure 10, courtesy of Dr. J. R. Jarabak). 
Only those suo jects Here used 1'lnO Here treated ',"!i th 
liGht, highl;)T resilient, roune. arch ~·lires. The entire croup of 
fourteen subjectsi':as treated er.1~Jloyins initial arch ':Iires of 
.016 inch dia:::leter ZlGiloy se:;li-sprins wire. Y.cior to theii.." i11.-
sertion, all arch wires I'rere teElpered to spring hardness after 
havins been first fashioned individually for each subject. 
Nine of t::1e subjects i'lere treated 1'1i th o.iffe1'en-
tial forces appliances placed in both ;~~axillary a!1c1. mandibular 
arches. Host of these subjects required extraction of the four 
first premolar teeth due to insufficient arch length. This type 
of arch wire ecployed bent-in vertical helical loops in the anter-
ior segr:lent of the arch; bent-in hooks located ag~inst the mesiE.l 
surface of the canine bracl\:ets; and straight posterior seGments 
, extended distally tl1rough the buccal segI:1ents of the dental arch. 
i T~:ese straiGl1t posterior seo;·.:!e~1ts VJere sliE.:htly curved in the 
ARTISTI C ALiNGNNENT 
0' 
ANTERIOR TEE TH 
NEStO-DISTAL BRACKET ANGULATION 
MAXILLA 
c :J. 00 00 DO 00 00 DO 
OCCLUSAL PLANiE 
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MANDIBLE 
FIGURE 10 
BRACKET AIJGUU-l.TION FOR Th'E AHTERIOR 
AND POSTEHICH P&-qTS OF '},PL!: l'iOUTH 
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horizontel plane of space to )rovide sor:1e arch forTJ. (FiGure 11 
8h01'1S a typical helic8,1 1009 arch.) These subjects ",ere also 
required to \-!ear rubber elastics. These ela.stics were made of 
latex rubber 1/4 inch in diaE.eter. They illere of t\'lO types: (a) 
light 1/4 inch elastics, 1'lhich upon testing exerted an averaGe 
pull of t"lO ounces, and (b) heavy 1/4 inch elastics ,\,1hich exerted 
an average pull of three to four ounces. These averages \-lere ob-
tained \1hen the· elastics were stretched a distance of about one 
and one-quarter inches, this being the average aistance from the 
buccal-tube of the mandibular first molar band to the hook on the 
arch \-;ire l::esial to the mandibular canine tooth. 
These subjects ",ore the elastics in the fol101-linS 
manner. on each side of the mouth: (a) one 1/4 inch light elastic 
'\'lorn from the end of the· arch "lire on the buccal sl.1.rface of the 
first I:1andibular molar tooth to the bent-in hook located mesially 
to the rnandibular canine bracket (intra-maxillary elastic); (b) 
one 1/4 inch light elastic worn from a hook located on the lin5ual 
surface on the band on the mandibular first molar tooth to the 
bent-in hoolI located mesially to the o8.xillary canine bracl;;:et 
(obliC'(l1e inter-maxillary 812.8 tic); (c) one 1/4 inch :r~e2.vy elasti c 
"lorn buccully from the mandibular to the maxillary arch as a -tri-
angle havins its base on the ills.xillary arch and its apex on the 
mandibular arch. This elastic ,"lOrn in a "triangular l1 fashion 
1;,'8.S attac!.1ed from tl':e end of the maXillary arch ,>:ire on the first 
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FIGURE 11 
A TYPICAL HELICAL TORSIOlI; LOOP ARCH 
WD?-E FOR DIFF::.!:r"\.K ITIAL FORCES APPLL·l~ r CE 
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L'1olar to a liGc::.ture wire hook (pigtail) on the maxilla.ry second 
prer:lolar t,ooth and then dm'm to a similf?,r li[;ature "lire hook on 
the mc::.ndibular second premolar tooth. (FiGure 12 shows a subject 
with arch wires ligated into place and elastics in position.) 
Five subjects ~ .. lho did not require extraction of 
teeth ,'/ere treated '\-lith the use of extra-oral forces from cervical 
headgear applied to the mandibular arch. The arch "/ires used 
1-Jere of the same dimension; h0i1ever, no bends were incorporated 
into these arch "lires other than the general configuration of the' 
arch and a slight curve in the' posterior segments to conform to 
the general arch form. There .... ,ere tHO sections of .010 open coil 
spri115 plaoed on the wire to advance t .... -lQ sliding hooks (Fisu,re 
13). The distal end of the section of open coil spring '.;las placed 
aGainst the bracket of the mandibular first premolar and the hook 
i'las adVanced by the coil to a position mesial to the Il1andioular 
canine. In these subjects, the bands on the mandibular canine 
teeth Here removed in order to allml the hook to be advanced a 
greater dis tance \'ii thout any interference from the bracket on the 
canine band. The hooks from the cervical headgear "181'e attached 
bilaterally to the slidinG hooks in the T::outh. The cervical head-
eear hooks in turn "-lere 2,ttacned extraorally to the Yilaterial fro!:! 
1-Ihich the headGear was constructed by :-:1eans of IIX" type orthospec 
el8.stics. (FiEy.re 14 s11m'IS an example of the cervic2.1 headGear, 
the I:J.anner in "/hicn it v{as \'lOrn, and the '.lay in Hhich the extra-
, ' 
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FIGURE 12 
ARCH lJ IRES I N PLACE A?~D 
ELASTICS IH POSITION 
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. FIGURE 13 
ARea YHP~ ','lITH AT'I'ACHI·lE~~T S FOR USE 'd I 'rH 
EXTRA- ORAL F O~1.C:S S FRO~~ CERVICil.L nEADGEiiR 
- ---~~--------
FIGURE 14 
TP~ APPLI CA'l' I orr OF EXTfu\- ORAL F ORCES FROI'l 
CERVI CAL HEADGEAR TO THE I-::A i~D IBULI'3 ARCH 
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oral hooks ,-,ere att8.cl-;.ed from it to the mouth.) In these sub-
jects, J:leavy 1/4 inch elastics "~Jere also \'JOrn in the same triangu-
lar Irznnel' as previously described. 
, The sal::e type of "l:lire VlC"UC:, used in all of the arch 
\'lires for the other sub jects. 'rhese arch ,'fires I. hov18ver, '\'lere 
used primarily to level the Llandibular plane of occlusion only. 
The arch ,:!ires \Vere simply fashioned to the shape of an ideal 
arch, individualized for arch width and form for each subject, 
ter:J.pered, and inserted. They cari"ied no attachments or be::1t-in 
vertice,l helical loops or hooks (see FiGure 15). In these cases, 
1/4 inch heavy elastics were applied in the previously described 
trianGular fashion. 
The arch '\-'1ires used fOl'" consolida. tion (closure) of 
. spaces ';;ere identical in. both extraction and non-extraction sub-
je cts • (Figure 16.) These '-lires had hooks bent into the arch 
wires just distal to the lateral incisors in order that elastics 
span..i1ins from the anchor units could be sttached. First order 
bends were also employed in these ideal arches. 
2. Edgev:ise technique 
Each of the subjects \\'as fully b"md.cd. T]:-~e last 
bB.nds in the arch, vlhether }Jlaced on the first or second luolars, 
\'lere provi<ied "lith 0.022 x 00028 inc:'1 edseHise buccal tubes, 1/4 
inch in lenGth. The tubes were ane:ulated 5° from the horizonte.l 
in order to Give t:18 teetLl a distal tip-oack 'when a stre.isht arch 
F I GlJRE 15 
IDEI~L P..RCE -'lI"-qz i.'lITE :·ro Jl...TTACHl ~;;-~r TS f OR 
lliVE LL HYG ~·:'i\::)I3ULAE OC CLUSAL FLAim 
_______ ... _____ .._-... c; ..:.... .~. 
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FIGLTRE 16 
,-", ... -~--... ...:....--.. -------.. 
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'-lire l~as inserted into the tubes. In cases v[lle1'e second molal"'s 
were banded, the first molar bands carried two single edgewise 
brac:;;:ets. The prer::olar and. canine bands 1'!e1"e provided 1,-, i th one 
singl~ edgewise bracket each, while those used for the maxillary 
central incisors were wide siamese,- for the maxillary laterals 
medium siar;,ese, and those for the mandibular incisors, junior 
siamese brackets. iUI of the brackets had zero dee:;ree torque 
slots, and none of them v/ere angulated from the horizontal (Fig-
ure17) • 
The initial levelling arch "'ires for the patients 
in this studYi'lere designed from 0.016 inch dicw~eter semi-spring 
temper lLlSiloy wire. Prior to their insertion, all arch uires 
1-:ere heat treated to spri::-15 l1ardness. In cases of severe cr01'I-
ding of the anterior teeth, lingually locked or rotated incisors, 
or partially erupted. canines, the "Loyola-Jarabak Light f:lire 
Technique ll was employed during the stage of levelling (Figure 11). 
In cases with normally aligned anterior teeth, 
lIideal ll arch ",ires "1ith bent-in tie-back loops and mild tiP-bade 
bends '\-Jere fOrl:led of l'Jumoer 1 temper, 0.016 inch diameter Tru-
Chrome (18-8) wire (Fisure 18). The tie-back loops were placed 
about one to t.'lO millimeters mesial to the buccal tubes and 
served to keep the arch itlire taut by tying it back to the buccal 
hooks on the molar tubes. 
The diaLleter of these levellinG arch uires, and the 
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FIGUHE 17 
DIAGl::>-....t\I-i OF' EDGEVlISE 3?..A.CKETS All!) BUCCAL TUBES. 
THE BUCCAL TUBES ARE AI~GUlJi.TED FIVE DEGREES FOR 
TE-lE DISTAL TIPPING OLi' THE 'TE?"::-lL:-AL EOLiL.'i.S. THE 
TOil~LUE SLOTS 
FIGURE 18 
LEVELLING ARCH ;HRE "lITH :,:ILD TIP-BACK 
BEHDS A:'l"D TIE-BACK LOOPS COl,rSTRUCTED 
FROn 0.016 LICE DIAilE'l'ER '/lIRE 
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degree of their tip-bacl-~ bends, \'1ere increased i'lith each appoint-
ment until the brac:;:ets "lere a.ligned to allo", the engasement. of 
rectansule.r arch wires. The phase of levellins .... laS then com-
pleted by pl~cin3 an ideal 00021 x 0.027 inch round edge rec-
tansule.r arch i'Jire '''i th bent-in tie-bacle loops mesial to the 
buccal tubes. (Figure 19.) 
After the levelling stage is completed, anchoraGe 
preparation is besun. According to T,\,feed, anchor£'..5e pre:paration 
is that phase of treatment when teeth selected for anchorage are 
upriGhted and tipped distally to a position from "lhich tLey are 
assur;:ed to resist anterior displacement more effectively. 'rhis 
is accom:plished by incorporating tip-back bends into the a.rch 
1.,;ire in conjunction "lith a distal force applied to the manc..ibular 
2.rch. Class III elastics supplied the distal force ,\,lhich is 
effected through intermaxillary elastics ",hich are extended di-
aGonally fron soldered hooks on the anterior segment of the man-
dibular arch 'Hire, interproxiI:1ally oet';leen the rnandioular lateral 
incisors and canine teeth, to Similar hooks on the buccal tubes 
in the posterior seGments of tlle IJaxillary arch. (Figure 20.) 
In order to counteract the reciprocal mesial force on the maxil-
lary arch resulting from these class III elastics, resistance 
bends are placed in the L1axillary e,rch 'l'lire and headGear is em-
ployed which exerts a diste.l force on the maxillary arch. The 
force incor~orated into the ~eadsear must be creater than the 
FIGlJRE 19 
IDEAL RECTAI'TGULAR rEVELLING l'u"1CH ~HRE ''lITH 
TIE-BACIC LOOPS, CC~ISTRUCTED OF 0.021 x 0.027 
IECH HlnJBER 1 TE=,iPER TRU-CHROI,:E l,'lIRE 
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FIGURE 20 
LATK-l.AL D ITRA':"ORAL VI:2:: i" OF 0 .021 x 0.027 INCH 
HECTANGULAH AECH i:l l RES VHTH TIP-BAC}( BEi-JDS I N 
CONJ Ul'T C11'ION \'l I TH CL.4..SS III ELAST ICS AhD CER.VICAL 
H:3:ADGEA...~ TO l'HE i·:AXILLtL.1i.Y ARCH AS UT ILl ZED n ·J THE 
EDGEWISE TE CEi.;I QUE DURII~G Al'i"C HORAGE PREPAFZAT I ON 
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force resulting from the class III elastics in order to assure 
effective anchorage in the I:1axillary arch • 
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• In the r!landibular arch .. ,hen the incisor teeth are 
overlying the denture base and are in a linGual axial inclination 
\.!i th the crmillS of the postel"ior teeth tipped distally, anchoraGe 
is then considered to be established. The arch wire is changed 
toO .0215 x 0.028 inch stabilizing arch "lire to permit the use 
of class II elastics. The maxillary arch "lire is changed to a 
00021 JC 0.025 inch resilient arch ,'lire to effect distal mass 
movement under class II elastic force. Class II elastic hooks 
are soldered incisally on the maxillary arch v:ire mesial to the 
canine brac~et area; Class II elastics extend from this hook on 
the maXillary arch "tire to a hook ple.ced gingi vally on the 'buccal 
tube of the terminal mandibular anchor moiar. (Figure 21.) Dis-
tZ.l mov<;;ment of the maxillary teeth is continued until these 
teeth he.ve been carried half the i'lidth of a premo12cr farther dis-
tB.lly than normal and until the incisor teeth are bi tins end-to-
end. This allONs for a certain amount of return Jlovement that 
e,l1'lays occurs i'Then the elastics are recoved. 
All subjects ':.rere instructed to change the intra-
oral elastics three to four times daily. The apPoint:llents 1'16re 
at tHO ':leek intervals for check-ups £'.nd necess2.ry appliance 
changes. 
-
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FIGURE 21 
L~'I'}:R.i\.L Jj:';TM - ORAL VIE\"! '1'/ I T:I CLASS I I 
ELAS'I' ICS AS UTILI ZED Dr EDGE;HS:::~ '1:EGi-IlH QUE 
--------------
-----------.~-----------------.• 
CllAPT,2;l{ IV 
EXPE..'=tEISHTAL RESULTS 
The findings of this investigation vlill be reported 
in three parts corresponding to the three methods used for evalua-
tion of the roentgenographic data. Part one. is based on the in-
terpretation ·of the markings on the reference strips described 
in Chapter III, part t ..... ,O deals "Ti th the findings from the visual 
appraisal of the serial slide projections, and the third part 
contains-the findings derived from a cephalometric appraisal of 
the mandibular molar teeth. Pa.rts one and ti'W ,'rill disclose the 
types of tooth movew.ents observed and part ti.1X'se '\'1ill be concerned 
.... :i th the amounts of tooth movements. 
The results from the t"lO types of treatment will 
be reported separately. 
1. Results from edge\"rise appliance therapy 
A. Interpretation of the reference strips 
Only one combination of changes in the periodontal 
v!idth 1'1<0'_8 observed durinG the tylelve i'leek period ~{l1en various 
types of class II forces were in effect: an increase of the perio 
dontal i'lidth at points C and D (distal marginal and distal apical 
·1 areas) ",ith a corresponding decrease at points B and A (l7iesial 
c.arsinal and m.esial apical areas). This "las interpreted as a 
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result of n mesial translation. 
In. comparing the r..1arkinGs on the reference st.rips 
of the original roentgenosrams \lith those recorded from the repli-
cates, a veri close correlation was found between the two. In 
158 of the total 176 sections marked on the 22 reference strips, 
all of the original and replicate markings coincided at the 
various pOints (A,B, C, D) indicating agreernent. In each of the 
18 sections, one of the replica.te recordings vlaS not in alignment 
l'lith its corre-sponding original recording; hOl"lever, the positions 
indicated that the diDensional changes in the periodontal width 
occurred in the same direction as the original recording. There-
fore, ttle interpretation of the type of mover:1ent l'las the same for 
each set of original and replicate records. 
B. Visual appraisal 
The prevelant type of tooth movelilent seen during 
the use of class II forces was a mesial bodily Dovement or trans-
lation. The points of rotation are estimated to be in the cer-
vical one-third of the roots near the alveolar crest. By com-
paring this series of x-rays ,\1ith the pre-treatment series and the 
series taken after anchorage preparation,. an obvious mesial move-
ment i'las noted in most cases 'Hi th a distinct thickening of the 
cribriform plate along the distal root surface from the Dar3inal 
area at the alveolar crest to the a"oex. 
- -
<.. c. Filldings from the cephalo;~:etric :.1easure:nents 
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1. G<meral analysis 
The neasurements froLl the latersl headl)la tes taken 
a.fter anchorac:e prGparation and ·after t\'lOlve weeks of class II 
forces revealed that the gross move:lent of the !11e.ndibulaI' first 
molars during this period of treatment vlas a mesial bodily move-
ment '\'d th tipping. The m.easurell1ents are ts.bula ted on the data 
sheet in Figure 22. 
Column A contains the values of the riGht and left 
sides after anchorage prepare..tion; Colunm B shows the' mee.sure-
Dents take::l after twelve 1'leeks . of clasE2 II forces. The differ-
ences betl?een A and. B a1'e record.ed in ColuiIm C, indicating t~!e 
loss of 2.ncilorage. All the fiGures represent r.c:.8C',surer:lerlts t8.ken 
in L'lillircete:c's as described in trle previous c{w.pter. The figures 
in the data sheet are arranged in Table III to s11m! the an8.lysis 
bet\!een extraction and non-extraction cases. In every case there 
is e.. mesie,l movement of the rrlandlbular first mole.r teeth due to 
the class II forces. It uill be noticed that the Ewerase move-
ment of both crm·ms and roots is considera.bly rJore in the extrac-
tion cases as compared "lith the non-extre,ction CB.ses. 
Table IV analyses the tlll~ee'types of mesial move-
ments taking place. '1:'here. \Vas a mesial trC:'.llslC',tion of anchor 
teeth 1",l1eI'e crovm. and root moved fori.'BTd but the roots ll'"loveo. 
2. St~ti8tical analysis 
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The d8.te. shol'm in Fisure 22 Here Sl"2phed in 8. histo-
Gram (Ficure 23) and analyzed statistically by FisDer's Analysis 
of Ve.riance llithout transforce.tion. The computations of this 
a.nalysis are shmm in Figure 24 and Hill be discussed in c."'..etail 
to S11.o\"l their importance in interpreta tine; the results of this 
investigation. 
It is interesting to note the cagnitude of experi-
r;lental error, or experimental uncertainty, froD. all sources 
~ihich have been encountered. This work has displayed e. reasonable 
1 error amounting to about 6 per cent of the mean meaSUr8Ii1ent (co-
iIi efficient of variation equals 0.059) i"lhich means t:lat any 5i ven 
~. f 2easureraent ivould be expected to have an accuracy of plus or 
~. Llinus about 2 mm. (The 99 per cent Confidence Limits are "t 2 .42 
'~~ill ) 14' • 
Referring to the AHOV table (FiGure 24) the several 
interactions '!dhich have taken :.;:>lace are shoi'm in the 10Vlel" part of 
the table. There l\'ere no sisnificant interactions betl:een lISides 
x Treatoents, II IISides x Position, Ii, "'l'reatments x Positions, 11 nor 
Her'e there any significant third order interactions. 
The inte;;"'action ta:::ins ple.ce bet\'reen "patients X 
Sides II is s11O'\"I11 sraphic3.11y in Figure 25. In this €yaph, the 
right side measurerr.ents for patients tfl, 2, 7,8,9, and 10 are 
shovm on the top line and tile left side measure:::1ents are on t.he 
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FATE;,'" RIG,:T ··:r'T :.I:-.. T ~::.?: ..... ,;-.-: .. ?! 
CfiOiv"!/ 
1 11':.'" 21.0 12 F.O -4.5 -C.O 
AP-:.X 10.0 1"i.0 8 B.O -2.0 0 
CROWN 18.5 18.5 14.5 14.5 -4.0 -4.0 2' 
APEX 1'1.<; 13.<; 9 9 -4.5 -4.5 
CROWN 
3 ,n " :tej.O 17.<; 18 -1.5 -1.0 
Al'EX 17.0 17.0 lS 15 -2.0 -2.0 
I CROWli "'" .1"1 20.0 18 4 18 -2.0 -2.0 Al'EX '''' .1"1 1C;.0 11 12 -4.0 -4.0 
. CROWN 
lA." 21.0 13 19 -1.5 
6 
-2.0 
.Al'DC l1.n 17.'5 9 14 -2.0 -3.5 
CROWN 14.'5 14.5 13 13 -1.5 -1.5 
7 
~PE:X '13.0 13.0 11 11 -2.0 -2.0 
CROWN 17.0 21.0; 17.0 ::>o.'i. '0 -1.0; . 
9 
'='1< H'.C; 20.0 11 1!'i -1.'5 -4.0 
CROWN 
''''.1"1 17.0 1::> 1e:: -1.0 -2.0 
0 
Al'EX 12.0 15.5 11 14 -1.0 -1.5 
CROWN 18.0; :L8.5 16.5 16.5 -2.0 -2.0 
1 
APEX 1!'i.0 16.0 10; 15 -1.0 -1.0 
CROWN 10'.0 11.C; q ~3 11 -1.0 -0.5 
APEX 10.0 " 14.0 e:: 7.'5 -"'.1"1 _I': '" 
CRO ... 'N 
4 
1C;.0; 1.5.<; 1'1,e:: ,'''.,, _?O -? ,., 
APEX 10.0 10.0 8 8 -2.0 -2.0 
FIGURE 22 
Tl-:E VALUES E~ TH~ BODY OF TEIS TABIS REFRESSliT 
COLUI.m C IlWICATES LOSS OF AlJCHORAG:t:: DlJE TO 
CLASS II FORCES 
i i 
; Ii ;1 
Patient 
- ----- -----------------
TA3LE III 
:·jESIAL i=OVE~;E:~T OF CROVl:-rS AIm ROOTS H1 
PA1I IEl';TS DlJRDJG CLASS II FOL{CES 
~HTH ED-JE'/lISE A?FLIAl'JCES 
Crm'ms 
(Total 
R & L 
Sides) 
EXtraction Cases 
10.5 
8.0 
2.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
1.5 
4.0 
37.0 rnm 
4.62 nun 
Non-Extraction Cases 
1·5 
3.0 
4.0 
8.5 mm 
2.83 rn.iil 
Roots 
(Total 
F. & L 
Sides) 
2.0 
9.0 
4.0 
8.0 
5.5 
4.0 
11.5 
4.0 
48.0 mrn 
6.0 Gill 
5.5 
2.5 
2.0 
10.0 lnill 
3.33 mill 
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TABLE IV 
DIS'l'RI13UTIO~J OF T001'E i':OVE1·£iJTS IN 
PAT IKJ'rS ':f~AHnJG EDGEVnSE 
APPLIA3CES Dud.E;G 
Type 
of 
rv:ovement 
NUillber of Sides 
Total l-:ovement (:run) 
Crowns 
Roots 
I-lean 
Croi'ms 
Roots 
~Juober of Sides 
Total I'iovement (nlIn) 
Crmms 
Roots 
1,1ean 
Crovms 
Roots 
CLASS II FORCES 
Transla-
tion by 
Tipping 
Ivlesial 
Tipping 
Extraction Cases 
12 
20.0 
30.5 
1.66 
2.54 
2 
10.5 
2.0 
5.25 
1.0 
N6'n-Extraction Cases 
2 
1.5 
5.5 
.75 
2.75 
3 
4.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
I1esial 
Transla-
tion 
2 
4.0 
4.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
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i 
NUMBER 
OF 
OCCIDffiENCF.S 
24 
22 
20 
18 
16 
14 
1-2 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 5.75 0.?5 17.75 2 .75 
MILLIMETERS 
EDGE"IiIS:'; PAT Ir:rITS 
FIGlli-.;E 23 
EDGElHSE APPLIANCES S30\UnG 
OCCUrts· 
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ALL CvMPLETE FOPlJL"_ I~l:~) 
SOURCES D.F S.S. M.S. F SIGNIFICANCE 
PATnNTS 10 432.77 43.277 [4.01 r~ <:..07 XXX l'. 79 
bj. (...'='& 
SIDES 1 92.04 92.04 7.87 l~ XXX 10.04 
TREATMENTS 5%> 4.96 1 1~9.56 120.55 120.47 1% x:nc 10.04-
POSI'l'IONS 1 ~48.\l0 248.90 ~.65 i~ 4.96 xxx 10 04 
P X S 10 118.33 11.833 14.76 ~~ 2.07 xxx 2 79 
P X '1' 10 17.32 1.732 2.16 ~: x ;:~~ 
p X POS 1C 58.36 5.836 7.£8 1~ 2.07 xxx 2 79 
ax., 1 • 56 .56 <.1 N.S • 
s X POS' 1 l.tl5 1.f.5 2.05 N.S. 
'1' X POS 1 1.93 1.93 2.48 N.S • 
RESIDUAL .ll_ 32 85 .8012 
TOl'AL 87 .125.27 
Standard Deviation of Error = 0.e95 mm. 
end the 9~ COh'FIDENCE LDlITS ARE :!: (2.704 x 0.895). ! 2.42 mm. 
S.S. - Sums of S~u~res 
M.S. - Meens of s'luares 
D.F. - Degrees of Freedom 
FIGURE 24 
xxx HIGHLY SIGHI?ICAHT VA_RIAlJCE Ri\.TIO 
u.s. l;O~J -SICE~IFICAIJT VALnA~;CE Rh.'EIO 
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MILLIMETERS 
GRAPH OF PATIENTS X SIDES INTERACTION 
FIGURE ·25 
THE LACK OF PA..-=u.LLELISl-l OF SOl,JE DOTTED 
DIFFERENCE ~SE'r\'lEK'J THE D ISTAlJCE OF R.IG:lT 
A~m LEFT l~\.iJDIBULA....q :;~OU!.H TEETH FRo{·~ THE 
API'LIAlTCES 
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crown and apex of each side before and after treat:nent 8.nd have 
been computed for all eleven patients in a separate 'Ipatients x 
S ;des II ta.'ole ".'h1' C'1" 1'1'\ t -"'..... ~ 1 ' ~ I . t .... ..... - par oj. vne .d.na ys 1S 01 '{ 8.1"1ance cornpu a-
tions. The corresponding measurement points for each patient are 
connected by dotted lines for ease of comparison. If all these 
dotted connecting lines ,,:ere parallel, . or nearly so, they \-!ould 
suggest no interaction; but some of them are vertical Hhile others 
are diagonal that there is a difference in the teeth measured from 
the midline in these patients is significantly illustrated in this 
graph •. This is to be expected from the fact that there are vari-
ous types of arch forms and grm'lth patterns in different indi v-
iduals. .. 
The Graph in Figure 26 illustrates the IIPc.tient x 
'I'reatrr:ent ll action~ The dotted connectins lines in this graph 
point out a close similarity in effect of treatment in many of the 
patients. There would be in fact the SaL'le sirnilari ty 8hol'111. in all 
the. patients if they were all plotted because in each instance 
the crOv!l1S and roots sho't:Jed a decrease in distance in relation to 
the reference line at the symphysis indicating a IaovelLent in a 
forward, or mesial direction. 
The interaction beti'leen "pe. tients x Pos i tions II is 
demonstrated 5rap:'lically in Fisure 27. The dotted connecting 
lines show similarities in patients in the relative distance of 
cro1"n and root froll! the refe:r."ence line and that the apex 1'18.8 ah!ay~ 
-30 40 50 60 70 80 so 
MILL Lr.ETERS 
GRAPH OF PATIENTS X TREAT1vlENTS INTERACTION 
FIG'U"RE 26 
TEE PARALIELISI·l 0"2 DOTTZD C02:~'3CTIJ>;G LIllES 
nmICATES T~:-:"; SIi~IL\RITY L~ EFFl.CTS OF Tlu:':i,:l'-
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POSITIONS 
PATIENTS 
APEX 
8 11 2 9 4 ~O :: .... .. .. 9.. .. . _ 
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MILLnffiTERS 
FIGURE 27 
THE POTTED CO~Ji.:ECT lUG LINES SHO'd SLiIL1-h~ITY 
IN PATIENTS RELh.TIVi: DISTA=rCE OF ?OSI'rIo~·rs OF 
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closer. It must -be remeL1bercq., hOHever, that tile r:leasureuents 
C8mpiled to effect ti'lis chart consist of the II-oefore II and Itafter II 
treatr:lent distances to the inner border of tile syr:J.9hysis. The 
IIbefore lt trea:tment mee.sure::J.ents En"e actually the result of anc11or-
ase prepare.tion ::11ec11.anics vlhere it has been sl'lm'm, (Stier 1962) 
that the crOvJl1S were tipped distally 8.n averaGe distance of 2 mm, 
\':11ile the roots moved in a mesial dire ction on the averase of 
2.5 mm. The "afterll treatment measurer:lents, 8.fter twelve "leeks of 
class. II forces, indicat.ed a E18sial movement of the crOV'ln of an 
- ~ 0'" a ve,s."age ;J. 0 min, and a mesial r:loven:ent of the root of 3.36 rom, a 
translation by tipping. This explains why the line is so diasonal 
in some ce.ses \'lith the crOi'm beinG so !l!uch furt[~er back fr.om the 
reference line than the roots. 
'h1;,-<).ile there Has no significe,nt interactio!'1 beti'leen 
"Treat~,1ents x Positions, II (FiGure 28) this 2:1" a ph' serves to point 
out the one type of movement which took place in all patients re-
quirins claos II forces. 
The parallelism in the dotted connecting lines 
shm'ls a forvlard moveElent of ap:;.::>roxiDately the SE'-"1e r~agni tude in 
both crOi':ns and roots. The distance involved represents the total 
distance for all crowns and roots of all patients. 
2 • Results from light '\'lire therapy 
A. Interpretation of the reference strips 
A predominant chanGe te..king ple..ce .in the periodon-
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FIGURE 28 
PAE.ALIELISl~ Ir.J TP'..E DOTTED COiJHECTIHG 
LDJES SEmIS ;3-E~T&J~L =·:ESLt\L EO'\f.E:~·ELJT 
OF 30TE CRO~'ll~S A~m ROOTS AFTER TRE:"..T-
! 
I<lS~·J'r 
tal width during this period of consolidation of spaces and c:ass 
II mechanics to conpletion of treat~ent was a decrease at points 
A and B (r:1esial marSinal and :nesial apical areas) and a corres-
pondins increase at points C and D (distal marginal and distal 
apical areas). This is indicative ofa mesie,l tipping movement. 
The axis of rotation in 5eneral I'laS in the apical one-third of 
the roots. In comparing the markings on the reference strips of' 
the ori5inal roentgenograms v.'ith those recorded from the repli-
cates on duplicate reference strips, a very close corr$lation Has 
found betueen the tuo. In 196 of the total 224 sections marked 
on the 28 reference strips, all the original and replicate re-
cordinGs l{ere in cOdplete asreer;1ent at the v8,rious points (A, 3, 
C, D). In each 01' the 28 sections, one of the replicate record.-
inGs v;as not in alir;nment 'I'd th its corresponding original record-
ing; hm'lever, the positions indicated that the di:llensional chanses 
in the periodontal ,,,idth occurred in the same direction. There-
fore, the interpretation of the type of movement waS the same for 
each set of the original and replicate records. 
B. Visual appraisal 
The most CO!JIIlon observation noted in over 75 per 
cent of the areas involved "'as a return to normal of the periocion-
tal widt'h and of the cribriform plate. In some cases vlhere there 
had been excessive mesial moverr;ent of the mandibular first 1;101ar8 
to deliberately close spaces, there was still evidence of a thick-
.. 
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enin5 of the cribriform plate along the distal surface of the 
tooth from the cel'vical margin at the alveolar crest to the tip 
of the apex. The periodo;'ltal space 'Has wider OIl the diste,l root 
surface and thinner on the mesial root surface. 
C. Cephalometric measurements 
1. General analysis 
The measurements sho"~n in Figure 29 represent the 
results of the three phases of treatment lli1der study. Column A 
is the position of the crown and apex before treatment and is 
measured from a line drm-m perpendicular to the mandibular plane 
at the border of the inner symphysis as eXplained in Chapter III. 
: Column B represents the position of crOl'm and apex after anc11or-
, ase preparation. Co 1 Ullin, C represents a period 0.1.11' ins the consol-
idation stase and Column Dare r:leasurer:1ents taken at the comple-
, tion of treatment. 
The measurements made upon the lateral hee.clpla tes 
taken during the consolidation stage and e.t the completion of 
treatment sho"led that there '\'lere several types of movement during 
this period. An analysis of the movements of the crOvlns and roots 
durinG this period of extraction and non-extraction cases is 
listed in Te.ale V. Gross illove~ents of crm'ms 8.nd roots for both 
Sides of each pe.tlent are listed and the mean is 5iven for move-
ments of crowns and roots. 
For a more 6.etailed analysis, Ta'ole VI lists the 
« 
A D 
CkO'llN 15.0 20.0 21.0 G4.~; lc,.O 23.0 
2 ~~~-;--~--~--~--+-----~-------r------+------+-----; 
AlEX 18.0 21.0 21.0 19.0 16.0 18.0 
4 CROWN 1-_ ... 10~. O"-+-_1 .. 5_._0'-f-...;1_5_ •.;;5_+..;;;1_9,;. • .;.,5_+-_1;;.!'i_.;.;0;.....+...;1;;.;9...; • ...;0_+~1;.,;4.;,.,;.0",....;01,;.8,;. • .;.,5-1 
APEX 10.0 15.0 15.5 20.5 14.0 18.0 14.0 18.0 
CROWN 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 15.0 17.0 12.0 15.0 
5 ~~~-r-=-~-i~~~i-~----'-=------~-=-~~~~~--~~ 
APEX 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 12.0 16.0 12.0 15.0 
CROWN 14.0 14.0 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.0 13.0 
6 ~~~-r--~-i~----i-------'-------r-----~-----r-----t 
AP:SX 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 15.0 15.0 14.0 14.0 
CRO .... 'N 
'1 
APEX 
17.0 
111.0 19.0 
CRO~'N 17.0 19.0 
18.0 18.0 
111.0 19.0 
20.0 23.5 
19.5 20.0 20.0 
18.5 18.5 19.0 19.0 
15.5 19.0 20.0 22.0 
8 ~-----;------~------r------4-------r------.------+------t 
APEX 16.5 18.5 20.0 14.0 17.0 15.0 17.0 
9CRO .... N ~_1~6~.~0~+-~1~6~.~O~t-~1~5~.0~-+~1~5~.0~-t-...:1;;.;6~ • ...;0~i-...;1~6~ •.;.0 __ i--=1=5~.0~+-=1~5~.0~~ 
APEX 15.5 15.5 14.5 14.5 1~.O 16.0 15.0 15.0 
CROW'N 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.0 14.0 13.0 13.0 
10 ~~~-;----N-~------r------4-------r------.------+------t 
APEX 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 
Clto\\'N 
11 
AH;X 
19.0 21.0 
20.0 
25.0 21.5 
22.0 16.5 
25.0 21.0 24.0 
19.0 16.0 19.0 
CRO"'I~ .. _ ... 11a..t,;O~+~1.;:4.:..;;:.0_I-..:l...;"~ •.;:0_+...;1::..;'l...;.:.;0;.....-t--'1::.;3;;.:._0;.....+-'1;;.e_.:.;0;...-t_:.11;.,:.:. 0;...+-..:1;.::5~ •.:;e-l 
12 
:'PEX 11.0 15.0 9.5 16.0 ?f. Ll.~ 7.5 
CRuFN 16.0 21.0 ?:~.') ?~'\.0 :'1..~, :~4.0 :?J.:J 24.0 
13 ~-----r----~~----+-----~----~r-----~-----r--~-I 
·,PEX 1.' •. ) u.·J :.::1.0 
:..' ~ . ',; 
r,l,C;.~; 1-...;.1;..":';' O~+"';':':':;'':'';;'()_f-..;:1;..' ..: •..;;'_+_';.,>;.:1 .:.;:;.....-t-;.....:.:.;.);.....+...;... . ...;' .:,.;C;..,' _t--:;.l '-':-'~ -+_':" ":"_-1 
14- 1" .0 ;' ~. , .• ) 
FI\..TURE ~9 
TFE VALUZS 11:4 'l'RE BODY OF THIS 
FOR Pi1.TIZiJTS TREATED ~:!ITH LIGHT 
FORCES 
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Patient 
4 
5 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
1 
2 
3 
7 
9 
11 
13 
7ABLE V 
CP, .. lii-JGES n: C:::-~Oi'IlTS AdD ROO'l'S ET PATIE~:TS 
1T-iliAT:3:D l,'lITE LIGE.T FCRC:SS 
Total 
Eean 
Tota.l 
Crovms 
(Total 
R & L 
Sides) 
a. 
-1.5 
-5.0 
-1.0 
+7.5b 
-2.0 
-4.5 
+1.0 
-5.5 lr:m 
- .78 rlli'l 
:::-Ion-Extre .. ction Cases 
o 
o 
o 
'''1.0 
-2.0 
-1.5 
-1.5 
-4.0 mrn 
- .59 mIn 
a. 
- - 1'·:esia1 I·!ovement 
b + = Distal l.:ovement 
Roots 
(Total 
R & L 
Sides) 
o 
-1.0 
-2.0 
+1.0 
o 
-1.0 
=3.0 
-6.0 £1lll 
- .85 mm 
o 
-1.0 
+2.0 
-1.0 
-2.0 
-0.5 
.=L2. 
-4.0 mm 
- .59 E'Jl1 
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different types of ~ovecents occurring in extraction anC nOD-ex-
traction CE.ses durins this stase of t:.'e2.t.ment. Distal tip-back, 
, 1 t·, ~ . l' "1 ° .L..t.'-'-' ;llec~a ~)p~n5, ana r.:~eSl8. ilOGl y moveLen-c. repreSe110 LIne LlCD:'ee 
kinds of movements which occurred. 
For analysis of the changes taking place during 
the vlhole phase of treatment from pre-treatment records to com-
pletion of trea tr.:.ent (Columns A, D, Figure 29), Taole VII "olas 
prepared. Extraction and non-extraction cases B.re analyzed for 
crOVlllS and root Dovement, and the averBEes are listed. Table VII I 
gives a c.istribution of the specific types of r:lOvements occurring. 
2. Statistical analysis 
The data shO\om in FiGure 29 °Here srouped in a 
llistoEram (Fisure 30) a;:"id analyzed statistically by Fisher's 
l~.:'rJ.alys is of Ve.ric:nce 1'li thout °t.ransfor::2a tions. The COL1PU ta tions 
of this 2,i1s1ysiS are s110\0"11 in FiGure 27 and. y1ill be discussed in 
detail to Sl10vl their importance in itlterpreting the results of 
this investigation. 
ReferrinG to the Ai:JOV table (FiGure 31), the 
several interactions Ylnich have taken place are si10vlD in the lo,..;er 
p2,rt of the table. 'rhere \\'ere no si2-nificant interactions bet,'l8en 
"Sides x Treati:::entc, \I lISide:=: x }='ositions, II and e. three fc.ct.or 
interaction of "Patients x 5i('::'88 x Pos i tions. II Because the mean 
sc1uare of each interactio~l '-18.S less than one and. not sisnific8....Ylt, 
t:ney l,ere all 8.5bre.g.s.ted ir.:'co the reSidual 01" error 1,lea1'1 sQu.s.re. 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTI Olr OF TOOTH HOVEI·lELJTS Dr PNI'J:.i!;il"TS 
TREAT:2D ·¥lITH LIGHT FORCES 
conSOLIDATION TO Cm1PLETION OF TnEAT1,lEI'JT 
Type 
of 
:r:·~ovement 
~'Jumber of Sides 
Total :·:ovenent (l::1!"il) 
Crovms 
. Roots 
Eean 
Crovlns 
Roots 
lJumoer of Side s 
Total I',Iovement (rnn) 
Croi'ms 
Roots 
I~ean 
Cro'l'!l1.s 
Roots 
b 
Distal 
Tip-
Bacl\: 
Mesial 
Tipping 
Extraction Cases 
4 7 
+8.5a -11.0 
-2.0b 
-
1.0 
+2.12 
-
1.59 
-0.5 .14 
Hon-Extraction Cases 
2 2 
+1.0 -2.5 
-1.0 -1.0 
+0·5 -1.25 
-0.5 -0.5 
Distal f,lovement 
2c1e8ial Eovement 
Hesial 
Tra.ns-
lation 
3 
-3 
-3 
-1.0 
-1.0 
3 
-2.5 
-2.5 
-
.83 
-
.83 
No 
Hove rne nt 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
7 
o 
o 
o 
o 
, 
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Patient 
4 
5 
6' 
8 
10 
12 
14 
1 
2 
3 
7 
9 
11 
13 
TJi3LE VII 
GHAiJGE In GROUES AnD :::~OCTS IN PA'l'I.S:~TS 
TREATED 1'1ITH LIG-:-iT FOECES 
PRE-TREATi·Z2\T Aim POST-l.'lBATI·JLHT 
Tot.al 
~·lean· 
Total 
Grmlns 
(Total 
R & L 
Sides) 
Extraction Gases 
+7.5a 
-7.00 
-2.0 
+6.0 
_l~ .0 
+1.5 
+6.0 
+8.0 ffiIil 
+1.14 mID 
Non-Extraction Cases 
-1 
+5 
+1 
+6 
-2 
+6 
±.L 
+22 rJill 
... 3.14 TI1'1l 
a + = Distal Move~ent 
o 
Roots 
(Total 
R & L 
Sides) 
+7.0 
-7.0 
-6.0 
-3.0 
-4.0 
-6.0 
-8.0 
-27.0 rm:J. 
- 3.85 rrJTI 
-2 
-5 
-5 
o 
-1 
+0.5 
-2.5 
-15 mm 
- 2.14 ;;!D. 
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Tf-J3LE VIII 
DISTl-lIBUTION OF TeOrER I:OV.s:J~~;TS IH PArE ISIJTS 
TREAT:SD \"JITE LIGHT l<-'ORCES 
Type 
of 
I"lovemen t 
Distal 
Tip-
Back 
£clesial 
Trans-
lation 
Extraction Cases 
Number of Sides 
Total 1,Iovement (rnm) 
Crovms 
Roots 
I'lean 
Crm'lrlS 
Roots 
Number of Sides 
Total I,lovement (rum) 
CrOi'lnS 
Roots 
Hean 
Crm'lns 
Roots 
6 
+19.0~ 
- 5.0 
... 3.16 
.83 
Non-Extraction 
10 
+25.0 
-13.0 
+ 2.50 
- 1.30 
a + Dis tal l:ovement 
b 
:·Iesial :'loveDent 
6 
-13.0 
-17.0 
-
2.16 
-
2.83 
Cases 
4 
- 3.0 
- 3.0 
.75 
.75 
JiGgling 
2 
+7.5 
+7.0 
+3.75 
+3.50 
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FIGtJHE 30 
HI5TOGHAX O? :?ATIE1'JTS TIGATED ':nTE 
LIGHT FCRCES S:-iO:,'lL;G :;::.L·J3ER OF TLZS 
:'~ '1..:" 
SOURCES D.F. 5.5. .. :.5. F • SI'JNIFIC,,!,CE 
V~~ ~. ""J~ 
,.xx PATIENTS 13 1,484.78 114.20 330.?1 l~ i:- .·5;; 
SIDES 1 281.26 281.26 813.83 5,('/ Z·.;4 xxx 1", ",1 "Cl 
TREATlBNTS 63.47 21.16 7.08 
0)0 G.5~ x·): 3 ~ "';. 'r :3~ 
POSITIONS 1 32.26 32.26 1.53 N.S. 
P x S 13 218.21 16.79 48.58 5% l.ot 1<;. < .:V· xxx 
PxT 311 116.75 2.99 6.65 ~~r; 1.51 xxx 1", 1 79 
P X POS 13 273.34 21.02 60.82 i~ !.~~ lOCX 
T X POS 3 511.68 19.811 7.74 
5% 2.85 xxx 1% ~.33 
PxTxPOS 311 100.35 .2.57 7.46 
5,. 1.51 xxx l~ 1.711 
911 34.22 315 
T07AL 224 21 664.32 
8tendsrd DeviAtion ot Error = 0.5878 
snd the 99% CO!\'FIDENCE LIl4ITS ere! (2.617 x 0.5878)- ~ 1.53 mm. 
S.S. - Sums ot Squares 
M.S. - Meens :)f' :l1Ubres 
D.F. - Degress ot Fre~dom 
FIGURE 31 
xxx = HIGHLYSIGHIFICANT VA .. ;:;;'IAl{CE RATIO 
;.'i .s. NON-SIG~aFICANT V.ARIAlJCE RATIO 
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The 32, fI:ratients x Sides," 
is a cOL!.pilation of all t,::.!.e L1easuremen ts of cotl'l S iC:.es of all 
patients durin;; the sevel~al stases of tre3,ti.:8i.'":_t. 
-~·)04n· teu" o"t i-.l,c..·t, i-·~le""e l' S "'. l~ c1r of ~.~ I' ~l': ~ . 
- - ..... ~ _ v_... co. c;. H. pc..l.-a ~>;;; ..Li::;J;1 ll1 r!lan~r of the 
:)atients indic2.tinG the differ'ence beti'leen the riGht and left 
sides. It must be noted, houever, th8.t in SO~I:e pe.tients the right 
and left sides are· equio.lstant from the symphysis ind.icating sym-
L:.etry. 
The crovms and 'c,l':e roots of most of the Datients 
in this study S110'\'l a def ini te !ileasurc:.l.Jle differelJ.ce as evidenced 
by the lsck of parallelism of t~e dotted connectinG lines .in the 
"Patients x Positions" Graph in Fieure 33. It is obvious here 
tha.t S01.2.e of the teeth ax'e 30ine: dist8.l1y, some 2.re movinG l:1esial-
ly, and in a few instances, there is no apparent movemeY'~t. These 
sevel"'al ty:)es of I1ovewel1ts are due to different L1.ecl1anics. It 
"lill be explained le.ter lilly it i'laS necessa.ry to use certain 
;11ecl1anics depending on tree.t:-lent ob jecti ves. 
Anotller aspect of the cl~anGes \"1l1ichhad ta.ken pla.ce 
in certain patients during treatment is illustrated in the 
Eere 8o[.:1in 
\:ill be noticed the several types of cllan3es taking place durine; 
treatment. 
The overall lJicture of trle results of light \'lire 
treatment is charted in Fisure 35, the "TreatL:ent x Fositions" 
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FIGURE 32 
1.1 
COHNEC'l'IUG LDfES nmICATES AU APPAREnT 
• 
DIFFEHEHCE BE'l'l;lEEN THE DISTAKCE OF RIGET 
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graph. It \'Iill be noted t.ho.t the before trea tr,1e:1 t distances were 
altered considerably in the second, or anchorage, stage of treat-
ment. The third and fourth stages of treatment shov.' a 8ene1"8.1 
r:10vement of the tooth fon-lard and is explained on the basis of 
treatment objectives and forces employed in carrying out those 
objectives to achieve the desired result. 
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Mll.LThIE'rER;:; 
GRAPH OF PATIENTS X TREATMENT L"IT'ERACTION 
FIGUP..E 34 
THE L~CK OF PPliliLLSLIS:l OF Ti:-1£ DOTTED 
COIE3CT I~;G LL~ES IEDICATES r.rEB DIF?h.r.-
E~WE IN POSI'I'IOl'J OF LAITD I3ULAli. li~OL.f...Ft 
'rEETH B3Ti:lEE:·; TF.2: BEFORE A"tJD AFTER 
LIGHT FORCES 
POS] 'PIONS 
APEX 
4(0 
84 
• I I • I. • . 
425 450 475 500 5:~ 5 t)::)~! 
MILLr..rs'l'Eli::i 
Tl = Pre-Treat~ent 
T2 = .Anchorage 
FIGURE 35 
= Consolidation 
m 
.L4 = Post-Treatment 
THE DOTTED CmJNECTIJ.'JG LIilES SHOl'1 
TP..E CEAHGE OF BOTH CRm'lH AIJD APEX 
IN PATIEl~TS 'I'HEATED ;'lITH LIGHT ?ORCES 
AT V.ARIOUS· STAGES OF TREATI·£lJT 
CHAPTER. V 
DISCUSSIOl: 
The findings of this investisa tion ,·rill be dis-
cussed on the basis of different methods of treatr:lent, evaluation, 
and mechanics responsible for the various types of tooth movement 
exhibited. 
A. Patients treated vIi th edEe\,l1se mechanics 
T'.ae tooth movements exhibited by the Elandibular 
first molal"s during the period of class II t:-ceatI:lent \,lhich this 
study investiso.ted \"lere essentially the same accorclins to both 
methods of evaluation (refe·rence strips and. visual e.p)raisal). 
The cons is-t.ent observation \'las a nes ial I:lOveucnt in the crOi'm 
and root areas in both extre.ction and non-extraction cases (Te.I)le 
III). ",'{£let:ler these Elovcments occurred s imul taneously in both 
areas or at different rates c2.nnot bc determined, but the fact is 
that over a period of twelve weeks there was a distinct widening 
of the pe:-ciodontal membrane space on the distal root surface of 
both crO".-m and root at the points I:leasured. Stier (1962) in the 
initial phase of this study found that the prevalent type of tooth 
r::OVeL.16nt of the manllii)ular first molar·s 'dB.S a distal tipping of 
the cro"ms of the teeth and a concollli tant mesial movement of the 
roots with the point of rotation located in the cervical one-third 
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of the root. The !J.8sial movement of the roots exceeding the dis-
tc.l moven~ent of the crm-inS an averase of 0.5 mm. The per iodontal 
width in a tooth tipped distally at the crown would then be thin-
ner than. nor1::81 or compressed beyond detection on an intra-oral 
x-ray at the distal ~~rsinal area (point 0, Figure 8). The perio-
dontal vlidth at the distal of t!1.e apex of the root ,'rould converse-
ly be ",ider than normal as these roots are being moved in the 
opposite direction. 1'I11en the x.echanics are reversed as i'laS done 
during this stage of treatment from a class III or distal force 
to 8 class II or mesial force, there 'VIas 8,lso a reversal in the 
direction of moverIient of the tooth. But this reversal took place 
mainly in the crm'm as evidenced by the evalu2. tioD of the perio-
dontal \'lid.th on the series of intra-oral roentgenOf)"al.J.s talwn at 
the end of t\'lelve vreeks of class II forces. This is not to say 
that there Has no change in the root. As has already been in-
dicated, the periodontal width at the apex of the root was also 
1:1ider than normal, "8ho\,/ing a continued forvlard L.10Vement. The 
only .... ,ay to deteroine how much change the roots had undergone in 
position 'Nas by the measurements from the lateral headplates 
taken at triG same tiL'1e as the intra-orc.l x-rays. The dc:.ta sheet 
(Figure 22) s1101-;s the distances measured in each instance. 
Although all teeth moved meSially, there were dif-
ferent ratios of movements of crovlns and roots (Table IV). The 
crOl';ns and roots of two teeth (sides) in an extrcwtion case moved 
87 
at the same rate, and one tooth (side) in a non-extraction case, 
or at least the Eeasurements indicated an equal change in posi-
tion. In five cases, the Dovement of the crm'ms of the teeth Has 
Greater tl~.n that of the roots. This mesi~l tipping occurred in 
ti"!O instances in extraction cases and three times in non-extrac-
tion cases. In fourteen instances, the mesial movenent of .the 
roots .... las Greater than that of the crov.Jn, t\..,relve in extraction 
cases and two in non-extraction cases. 
The findings are graphically pointed out in the 
charts ell. il1tere.ction (Figures 22-26). The overall result of 
the tre2.tment is ,,;ell illustrated in Figure 28, the 'ITreatr.lents 
x Position ll v. ... aph. This indicated that tllere '-las a total move-
ment of all crOlms in both extraction and non-extraction cases of 
"before ll and lIafterli treatment of fror:l 375.0 rilm to 307.5 mn1, or 
a distance of 67.5 Dm in a cesial direction. T~e roots moved 
during tilis Same time in all patients a distance of from 330.0 llrl1 
to 249.5 I~lm, or 80.5 mIll, also in a nes ial direction. Therefore, 
the averaGe ri;.overr:ent of the crovms \"las 3.06 rum, while that of the 
root '-las 3.66 mm. The breakdo\'m into extraction and non-extrac-
tion cases is Diven in Table III. The extraction cases shovlin£:; 
considerably more mesial wove~ent because of the break in con-
tinuity of the arch and consequent lessened resistance to tooth 
movements. 
In eight C2"SSS, mechanics \'le1"e employed to 6.ecrease 
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total arc:1 length by 2.dvanclns the ElE.ndibular mo12,r teeth for' .. ;ard 
from t.ileir original positions. Tue Dost com.i.'1on technique used 
'Nas the closed vertical loop. The loops are so fashioned that 
they lie one millimeter distal to the canine brac};:ets. The loops 
are approximately ten millimeters in lensth on their distal leg 
and eight millimeters in length on the mesial leg. This elevated 
the buccal segment of the arch wire and depressed the anterior 
or incisal segment. The loop is bulbous at its base '\'lith the ,legs 
in contact before activation., The arch i1ire is activated by ty-
ing from the distal of the molar sheath to the tie-baclt loop bent 
into the arch ..,..,rire about three inillimeters anterior to the sheath. 
,;:r..'1.en e:'::6rting a mesial force on a tooth during space closure, it 
cannot at the same time be tipped dist2.1ly, but it is possible to 
maintain its position of tip-back i'laile advancins the tooth mes-
ially by translation. 
1'i11ere it is desired to maintain as Ii.1uch of the 
available space as possible, the tip-back bends in the 10'\'ler 
0.0215 x 0.028 inch a.rch wire are increased to effect a further 
distal inclination to the mandibular posterior teeth used as an-
Chorage against the forl'12.rd force exerted by the class II elas-
tics. Tnese types of mechanics ',lere most often employed because 
of the need to conserve as much of the extraction site as possible 
Salzman in his book on 1I0rthod.ontics-Pract1ce and Technics ll notes 
in a comr::ente.ry on the Ti'Jeed l·lethod t!lat res.srdless of the sl:11l 
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used in t.ile :Z;lechanics of space closure follo,\,1in[ t~le extraction of 
teeth, tl:ere ·Hill a11-18.Y8 be a fOl"llard displC).ce~;;ent to sor.le extent 
of the b1:.cc8.1 seSr::lents. He further :::al:es the point that if in-
correct Elecllanics are erJployed, it is possible to use up the en-
tire ex-c.re.cticn space and that unless the anchor i:":olar teeth are 
first tipped back in both dental arches to gain &nchors.g8 advan-
taGe and vertical height, it is almost certain tr~e.t the teeth in 
the buccc:.1 .se5r:.ents ,·;ill be displaced meSially 1;10re than is neces-
sary. Se.lz.:m:m also brin3s cut the fe.ct that there is no such 
thins as t~-lC so-called stationary 8.nchore.ge, and that the entire 
mandibul.?Y' dE:nture is displaced r~lesiallj' '·Jhen the :;;e.tient starts 
;le8.1"il1G class II elastics, lacluding the E8.nd lbul 0.1" j_ncisors. 
Huetnner and ~dhi tman (1958) in the i1" experiLlents 
on Eacaque Rhesus i:10n~:eJs feund that tip-0e.cl:: bends did not 
prevent t:18 L~esial E:ovement of posterior sesments. They con-
cluded that fixed anchoraGe is non-existent. 
In this sa~eexperiment they also found that tip-
back LloveLlents produced the nost severe root resorption as vlell 
as conpression and necrosis of the periodontal rr:eL1brane, and that 
liSht to l~iOc.erate forces 8.}J)ce.red to produce the le8.st aLiount of 
dar::1age. Their histologic studies also shOl'led areas of he~-;1orrhase 
on the side of compression. 
B. Patients tre&ted with liGht wire mechanics 
Tl'le tooth ;:,()Ve:::l8nts ex1:ioi ted on in tra-ore.lx-r&.Js 
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during the period of space consolidation and clans II mechanics 
'\'!nich are under investigation in this study I'lere in many cases 
difficult to evaluate because of the fact that a sufficient time 
had elapsed to allo,\,1 the return of the periodontal membrane and 
cribriform plate to a normal appearance. The average treatment 
for all patients in this study Vlas 21.5 months, i-Ii th the longest 
period of 30 months-and the shortest, 12 months; in extraction 
cases, tho average treatment time was 26.8 months and 17.3 months 
for non-extraction cases. By comparing previous series of slides 
studied by Kemp (1961), it vIas possible to determine the "before" 
treatment uositions of the teeth and comnare "lith the "after" 
.. . .. 
positions. Confirmation I'las also possible by checking the lueasure· 
ments of the lateral headplates taken at the same stai3es. The 
predominant change taking place in the periodontal "liath vIas a 
decrease at pOints A and B (mesial mar5inal and meSial apical 
areas), and a corresponding increase at points C and D (distal 
marginal and distal apical areas). In alr:lost 50 per cent of the 
caseo, this was interpreted as a mesial movement. The interaction 
of "Patients x Treatments ll graphs (Figure 30) gives a remarkably 
clear picture of the several types of r:1ovements "lhich occurred 
during this stage of treatment •. For example, patients 1, 5, and 
14, all show a mesial movement. Two other patients (Table VIII) 
also chOl"l a meSial movement, for a total of five patients in the 
111101e series, three of whom "Jere extraction cC'.ses and t'!.-lO non-
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extraction cases. Both non-extraction cases were class II cases. 
Of three extraction cases, one "las clas s I and t,":o '"lere class II. 
A mecial movement could be expected in a case requirinG extrac-
tions because of the loss in arch continuity and therefore less 
resistent to tooth r:l0vements, but this is not the specific reason 
in these cases. ~rrr1en analyzed individually, vle find in t'"lO ex-
traction cases anchorage loss or mesial movement 1'~as part of the 
treatment plan because of the need to close vertical dimension 
e.nd use up excess space from the extraction site. This is done 
in a class II case ".;here the oolar relationship is aided in cor-
rection by distal driving the upper molars and/or oesial driving 
the !:1:::ndibular molars. In ooth instances, these L'2.ndibule.r first 
molar teeth ";ore brought forvl:? .. rd in a mesial bodily movement 
8sintainlng the level of the occlusal plane. In the third case, 
a class II case, because of the fact that the first molar teeth 
Here ti:pped mesially into the site ,·,here second premolar teeth 
flere missin8, the need vlaS to UI)right and bri115 the molars for-
vlard to close the space and to brinG the roots for~1ard a con-
sideraole distance for parB,llelism. 
Another case also reouired. excessive mesiE,l r:lOve-
ment of the 1:101ar teeth to bring the roots of second molars for-
ward into the space of missiris first oolars. In this case, how-
ever, there lIas not I:1esial crov111. movenent at the se.se time be-
cause t:18 treatrlent ob jecti ves reQuired that the i::.olars "'00 up-
, . 
I 
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riGhted and tipped distally to open the vertical diD.ension. This 
",as accomplisrled \.Ji til the help of headgear to the I:1e.ndibular arch 
and triangular elastics as explained in Chapter III. 
Patients 4 and 11, toget~er with seven other pa-
tients, SDO'\"l a distal mover.1ent. Of theEe pa~cients, four were 
treated extraction and five non-extraction. The five non-extrac-
tion cases ''lere so treated because of the f8.ct that the anchor-
age is not taxed during space consolidation and reduction of class 
II molar relationships if the su~ total of interraaxillary and 
intramaxillary forces does not exceed five ounces, assuming an-
gulated. brackets are used to upright and/or tip-back tIle molar 
teeth ahd the total discrepancy between arch length and tooth 
size cloes not exceed 14 rm:l (Jar8.bak 19.60). Three of the non-
extraction cases i'lere class I, requirins 8.n averaGe of fourteen 
~.JOnths trse.tment time. The other t'ttJO non-extractioD cases ':lere 
class II and required an avera[.e of tVienty monthc treatment time. 
It is usu~lly expected that the more discrepancy there is in the 
~olar relationship, the more time it will take to correct the 
condi tioD, emd consequently the more the anchorage units ,,'!ill be 
taxed and subjected to mesial moye:Glent. There "'as little move-
rnent in two of these patients e,s sho\'1n by the almost vertical 
lines on the Graph. i30th cases were non-extraction cases using 
headgear to the mandibular arch to maintain the molars in posi-
tion. 
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Of the four p8.tients trc2.ted vii th extractions, one 
was in class I relation to start and treatment ti~e was twenty-
two T10nths. The other taree were c18.s.5 II C2.SeS with an average 
tre8.tr:;ent time of twenty-four months. 
It should be noted that while malocclusions fall 
into certain braod classifications there is a wide variation in 
severity within any of the classes. As a consequence of this, 
treatmel1ttime can vary from a few months to many years. To-
gether lIi th this must also be considered the facts of the level 
of patie::1t cooperation in vlearing headgear and elastics, being 
present at. all scheduled appointments , ability to follm<J such 
instructions as not picking a v baGds or l'/ires, 
oral hYGiene, reporting an~T loose 08.n08 or 1'1i1"6s i;;w-;ediately, etc. 
The operc:.tor' s te"chnique are also sub ject to varie.tiol1. and rr.ech-
anics employed by one ortr10dontist Day not achieve the same re-
sult in the sa:r:e period of time as in the hands of another ortho-
dontist. 
The measurerr:ents on this graph represent the com-
bined total of the crowns a~d apices of each tooth before treat-
ment on the upper line, and after treatment on the 10vJer line. 
This gives an overall indic&tion of the general movement of the 
teeth in each individual patient. A detailed analysis of the 
types of Dovements is e;iven in Table VIII showins amounts of oove-
ment in ~raction and non-extraction cases durins total treatment 
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time. 
To get a more specific picture of the changes 
takins plz:.;.ce bet1"leen cro"ms and roots, vie can refer to Figure 33, 
the "?atients x Fositions II bra.ph. Here 'we see for instance in 
patients 1, 6, and 14, tna.t the combined totals of the movement 
of the crO"111S is less than that of the roots, and in patients 8, 
12, and 13, this total figure is nore than that of the roots. In 
patients 7 and 9, these totals are about the same. 
The IITreatl;}ents x Positions tl graph (Figure 34) is 
a conposite of all measurements taken durine; the whole course of 
treatment. Tl represents the positions ,of all the tooth measure-
ments cOl:loined. It ivill be noted that the total of all crown 
weasure:ne:1ts places them, in a pos i tion ::orward of the roots. 
Tilis is obviously ,·:1.1ere the crovms are situated in most mouths in 
relation to the reference line dra\"m at the symphysis parallel 
to. the mandibular plane. This is true even Iilorc so in malocclu-
sions 1-:here the molar teeth are frequently tipped forv'lard due to 
a shifting of the '\'lhole buccal segment, premature extraction, 
congenitally miSsing teeth, etc. Tgives the relative positions 
2 
of the crowns and roots after a period of seventy-six days when 
tLe mandibular molar teeth Visre in most cases distally tipped and 
elevated during the anchorage preparation stage (Gantt 1960). 
Here graphic evidence is 5i ven that tlle Crml1'1S of the involved 
teeth have tipped distally a total of 58 mm, ",hile the roots at 
the salLe tiDe have r;]oved 8.5 liili1 in a diste,l direction. This is 
ample evidence of t:i:le effectiveness of a technique using light 
res ilient arC!.1 v/ires and propel" I~lecbanics compounded to produce 
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the d.esired result ' .... ithout sacrificing any of the extraction site. 
T3 represents a 'period during the consolidation staGe of treat-
ment. Here we see a change of 18.5 Ir.I'.J. in a mesial direction for 
the crmins, and 40.5 mm for the roots, em average 0.66 mm chan5e 
for' ee,ch tooth at the crown, and 1.4 mmat the root. This is a 
result of class II forces against the molar anchor units from such 
mechanics as class II elastics, intramaxillary elastics, and 
contraction loops., T4 represents tl1e final chanGes taking place 
from a period in space consolidation to the completion of treat-
'ilcnt. A:: nentiolled bofore, this st2.e;e v8.Y'ieo. froD. a fevJ months 
to over two years in some cases, and Jet the change is only 9.5 
I::un at t[~e (!ro"m level and 8.0 lam at J:,:, l:.e l"ootS. This averages out 
to 0.33 for the crOHn and 0.28 per root. He c[~n see that the 
line T4 is still d.istal to Tl after treatment in spite of the 
fact tl:at in seve:;:'al cases the mandibular 1101ar teeth 'I'lere pur-
posely brouGht forI-lard to close unneec.ed spaces, as in the case 
'where first molars 'Here rilissill.S and the second 1'Holar teeth Vlere 
oroustt L~to the first !:'lolar s:J8.ce. ,)cn~abak (1962, Lectures on 
Bio-;":i.ecr~anics) s ta'tes that the rate of tooth movelllent is cleter-
mined by the magnitude of the applied force as related to the 
l'"'OOt. surf8,ce area of t.he tooth upon v.'Dich t~le f01'ce is aC"Slns" 
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providing tt.e force is ',lithin limits to cause direct alveolar re-
sorption. The type of tooth r:lovement, on the otl-:er h9.I:.d, is 
dictated by the lilecb~.nic8.1 principles in the d.es isn of tne appli-
ance. These principles are not synonymous "lith some specific type 
of wire or appliance but must be for8ulated and individ.ualized by 
the orthodontist to suit the treatment objectives in a Given case. 
The exerted force, hOllever, and the amount of resiliency. in an 
appliance ciepend very much on such factors as diarJeter of the 
i'~ire, cocposition of the sprinG jj1aterial, cmd the design of the. 
sprins i tsclf. It is logical therefore that iT:. order to aChieve a 
certain type of tooth movement at an optimum r8.te of speed, one 
must apply the appropriate ~~-;.echanical pl~inciples in combination 
I'dth the proper amOUl1.t of force. 
.. . 
T 
CE.AP'rF..J~ VI 
sm·I1·lARY AND COl~CLUSImJS 
1. 
A. This investisation \'.'8.8 a roentgenographic 
study of orthodontic tooth movement as exhibited by the mandibular 
first molar during (1) class II mechanics utilizing the edgewise 
mechanics as formulated by T"!eed; a continuation of the ywrk of 
Stier (1962'); and (2) from space consolidation to completion of 
treatment utilizing light ,-.'ire mechanl cs as formula ted by Jarabak; 
a continuation of the "lork of G'antt (1960) and Kemp (1961). 
The sample vlas comprised of tvlO ;;roups of patients 
being treated by' the graduate students and the Loyola University 
School of Dentistry. 
B. The types of tooth movements v:ere determined by 
the interpretation.of one hUl1Qred intra-oral roentgenoGrams taken 
during tl?-e treatment stages listed above. The amount of tooth 
moveraent in· each case ,.,ras derived from cephalometric measurements 
talcen from Is. teral headpla te s • 
THO l:.2ethods i'lere employed for the evaluation of 
the intra-oral roentgenosra;-;;,s. The first was based on the changes 
in the .... Jidth of the periodonte.l space in four areas along the 
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I root (mesial marginal, distal marginal, mesial ar:i.cal, and distal 
apical creas) as recorded on paper reference strl;s, from which 
it was possible to determine the types of tooth ~oveffients which 
occurred in a mesio-distal direction during each stage of treat-
mente The second method of appraisal was a visual interpretation 
of the diL.ensional changes exhibited in both the ~eriodontal 
width and the thickness of the cribriform plate. In addition, 
the overall positional change of the tooth as a result of ortho-
dontic treatment ,\,las evaluated by this procedure. During both 
of these methods of appraisal, the intra-oral roentsenograms ''lere 
magnified twenty times their original size utilizing a 35 mm 
slide projector. In the first method (recording the "lidths of the 
periodontal space on the reference strips), only one slide was 
projected at a time. In the second method, an entire series of 
slides in ,\,lhich each slide represented the same tooth at a dif-
ferent stage of treatment ''las projected simultaneously in order 
to obtain a composite picture and for ease of comparing the 
changes associa.ted ,dth each stage of treatment. 
The amounts of tooth movement '\-lere computed from 
cephalometric measurements on lateral headplates. Through an 
analysis of these measurements, general and statistical, it was 
possible to determine the overall tooth movement which occurred 
during the entire period of observation. 
C. The predominant types of tooth movements ob-
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served during each state of treatment ",ere as follovJs: 
1. During the stage of class II mechanics in 
pa.tients treated ''lith edgevlise appliances, the prevalent type of 
tooth movement observed vlaS a mesial movement of the crm"ms on 
the average of 3.06 TiL.'11, ·while the roots moved an average of 3.36 
mm in the same direction. These figures indicate that the overall 
type of tooth movement ,vas a translation by tipping in both ex-
traction and non-extraction cases. This study is being continued 
to ShOH the effects of class II forces on the mandibular molar 
units to the completion of treC'.tment. 
2. A. A total summary of the entire treatment 
procedure during the various stages of patients treated with 
light forces ShO'"lS Gantt (1960) found that durins the stage of 
anchoraGe preparation the most COlD.ruon occurrences through the 
entire C)'OUP of moveoents \"Jere: 
1. Elevation of the tooth; 
2. Distal tipping of the cro"m; 
3. The axis of tipping occurred more comi110nly 
in the apical one-third of the root than it 
did in the middle one-third of the root. 
The occurrence of distal tipping was both intentional and desir-
able and was created through the medium of the .angula ted brackets 
and trianGular elastics. Cepha.loI:1etric appraisal, as reported in 
the present study, gives evidence that the crowns of the teeth 
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under consideration durinG this stage vlere tipped dista.lly a total 
of 58 L1i11, ullile the roots at the S8.:::1e time vlere moved 8-1/2 mm in 
a ~istal direction also. 
B. Kemp (1961) found th2.t durinG ti'JO 
periods of space consolidation Dechanics: 
1. The greatest variations in 'Vlidth of the 
periodonte..l space vlere found during the 
first fevl months '\'Ihen anchorage \'las being 
prepared I"lhich indicated that the maximum 
movement of the anchor teeth occurred 
during this treatment interval. 
2. The periodo~tal space in Dost cases re-
modeled to nearly its for~er width as seen 
prior to treatment indicating the mandi-
bular molar anchor units 'VIere resisting the 
mesial forces exerted during the closure 
of space and therefore actinG as excellent 
anchorage. 
c. 
1. In thi.s study it '1as found that during the 
staGe of consolidation and class II mech-
anics in light "lire patisnts, the predomin-
ant (54 per cent) type. of tooth movement 
observed "las a ;:16sial :novement of the crm-ms 
I 
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on the averaGe of 1.28 ;:lll, and 0.57 rnm of 
the roots in extraction cases, and 1.04 rna 
for crO'\"ns and 0 .66 rom for roots in non-ex-
traction cases. 
2. In 21 per cent of the cases the cro'\'ms and 
roois of the teeth were moved distally 
which meant &. further distal tipping and 
elevation of the tooth from the previous 
stage of treatment. 
3. T\'lenty-fi ve per cent of the measurements 
sho'\'.[ed no change at all, indicating that 
the mandibular molar teeth 1:lere oeing held 
in their desired position and were not 
affected adversely oy the application of 
class II forces. 
1. The use of a headholder in conjunction '\'lith a 
long cone on the x-ray machine and a fixed target distance of 
thirty inches reduces distortions on intra-oral roentgenograms 
and r;}akes it possible to align the teeth in buccal segments vii th 
the central ray to such a deGl'ee that replicate roentgenograms 
are nearly of a duplicate nature. 
2. The intra-oral roentgenograms t/?-ken during this 
investigation have shown clearly that the width of the periodontal 
-, 
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space and thicl:ness of the cribriform plute ",ere chansed during 
orthodontic tooth movement and that these dimensional changes can 
be deLlol1strated radiosraphically on intra-oral roentgenograms. 
On the side of tension, the width of the periodoYltal spe.ce in-
creased and on the pressure side, it decreased •. During the pro-
cess of tooth movement, the cribriform plate became thicker and 
more radiopaque on the tension Side, and it disappeared on the 
side of pressure. These findings substantiate those of previous 
investie:ations reported in the literature. 
3. The predominant tooth movement of the mandi-
bular first 1:101ars during class II forces "lith the edgevlise mech-
anism (utilizing tip-ba<?k bends in conjunction "'ith "X" type 
orthospec class II elastics) was a meSial traYlslation by tipping 
in i1hich the average mesial root moveI:lent ''las greater than the 
we sial crOl'.'n movement. Therefore tip-back bends did not prevent 
mesial movement of the posterior or segments and the anchorage 
did not remain stationary. 
4. A. There is ample evidence from the data repor-
ted that a technique using light resilient arch 1'lires and proper 
mechanics can compound forces in such a '-lay as to produce a 
specific desired result. 
B. This technique c~n be utilized to hold mandi-
bular anchor units in place with little or no forward movement 
in extraction and non-extraction cases. 
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c. In cases where desired anchor units can be 
moved for-Hard in a pure translatory movement ,'>'here the cro\'ms and 
roots nove fOri'le.rd an equal distance thus maint8.ining the roots 
parallel and the tooth upright. 
D.A distal tipping of anchor units is effected 
throu&~ the use of angulated brackets and triangularly placed 
elastics. ~1is position can be maintained throughout the entire 
treatment procedure including consolidation of spaces and class 
II forces when they are in the range of light to intermediate 
forces not exceeding five ounces. 
5. Another factor, not specifically studied in 
this investige,tion but obvious by its presence, ";as that there 
'''las no evidence of root resorption occurring during the treatment 
of the various patients. 
6. The intra-oral roentgenograms·also give evidence 
that tile periodontal '\"idth remained small during treatment, an 
indication that apposition and resorption "lere going on at the 
same relative rate approaching a Elore physiological condition. 
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APPENDIX I 
PATIElJTS. TLEATED',vr 'rtI EDGE~'lISE APFLIAn CES 
BEFORE TREATHENT SEPAr'>ATION 
uVELIN 
CLASS I I FORCES 
APPEiTDIX II 
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TION 
Al-'PEiJD I X I I I 
PATIEHTS TRE ,T£ D -dITH LIGh T FC~CES S:-: O\vT·JG 
I·JES IAL EOVEKElTT OF CRO 'I'lN AND ROOT 
FIHST .AR CH HIRES PLACED 
DUE- Ilm CO~'I SOLIDhT Io: r 
DURTIIJG ANCHORAGE PREPA .. 'lA-
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-
F 
APPEiJDIX IV 
PATIENTS TP-E,ATED VIITH LIGHT FORCES S~ o;Hl ;G 
ROOT PAl,-:-'\LLELING AND UPRIGETIlJG OF 
SECOiJD : :OLil .. l.q I i'TTO F IRST 
:vIOlJl.R SPACE 
FIRST k L·WH I-JIBES PLACED 
DURE~G COlJS OLIDAT I OH 
DUF~nJG J...:·JCHOR.ll,GE FHEP}\RA-
TION 
JI.FTER TfiEAT>!ENT 
AP?KiDIX V 
PATIE\ TS TREATED f:lITH LIGHT FORCES S£{O \lI i:G 
LITTLE OR :-:0 Cfu\.: TGE L J CRIB'S:I.f? OK'.'i P Li-\T2 
:F' :n.S'f A.ttCH ',vIRZS PLACED 
DUH Il:G COl~ SOLIDATIO:r 
DUR I :ZG AJ'; CHCR~GE PRii~·:.IU",­
TI OH 
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